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1 
Introduction 
(
Struggles involving power and privilege have been exposed in recent years. New 
examples are being publicly uncovered in newsfeeds around the world. We learn of 
bosses in big businesses that have lorded their authority over employees. On campuses, 
professors have made inappropriate remarks and touch students without consent. In the 
entertainment industry, once respected  directors and actors use their fame and power 
to sexually assault and rape women.  These injustices are being exposed in public, 
empowering private abuse in families to come to light. For years my friends feared their 
adopted father’s retaliation if they revealed their repeated sexual abuse at his hand. 
When they confided in their mother, she rejected their stories, discounting their 
testimonies. The matter was settled out of court, but with recent cases favoring abusers, 
it may not have ended well.  
In 2016 Gretchen Carlson accused her boss, Roger Ailes, of sexual harassment. 
Like my friend’s mother, many of her colleagues questioned the veracity of her 
testimony (Ember). Again in 2018, a testimony from Dr. Christine Blasey Ford to 
Congress revealed that she had been sexually assaulted by Supreme Court Judge, then 
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nominee, Brett Kavanaugh. He denied it, and political leaders believed him (Zernike and 
Steel), including Senator Susan Collins of Maine (votesmart.org). The brave account of 
Ford’s lasting trauma and terror encouraged others to share their own stories of rape 
and abuse. Unfortunately, President Donald Trump and his administration showed no 
support for these women stepping forward. The hashtag #WhyIDidntReport blew up on 
Twitter as a form of retaliation, allowing celebrities like Ashley Judd and Alyssa Milano 
to share their own stories of assault.  
The display of solidarity in the entertainment industry sparked similar storylines 
in television series and films. In Season 3 of Dear White People, a Netflix original series, 
a professor was exposed for using his position of authority to bait a student for sex 
(“Chapter X”). The 2019 film release of Bombshell told the story of Gretchen Carlson 
and Megyn Kelly’s accusations of Fox News owner, Ailes.  The film exposed sexual 
harassment and exemplified the effects it has on women’s careers. Though abuse of 
privilege is not a new occurrence, witnesses are surfacing and must be heard in order to 
stop the imbalance of power. Their stories require radical listening and empathy on 
behalf of the audience.  
Margaret Atwood’s The Penelopiad is a play that blows open the discussion of 
privilege and power. I first read it in 2012 and it has haunted me ever since. I have pored 
over several translations of Homer’s Odyssey and was left with a nagging question 
involving the figure of the maids. The poet has left out vital details of why the maids 
deserve hanging. They were blamed for sleeping with the suitors and given no way of 
defending themselves. Not only were they murdered but forced to clean up the blood 
and mess of the previous murders. It made me recognize the biases we place on 
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testimonies of men. Like Atwood, it also made me question why the maids were so 
drastically dealt with in the original myth.  
In considering these voiceless characters, I was drawn to the image of their silent, 
subversive weaving as a creative way to move around the obstacle of gender roles. The 
way they used craft to distract and disrupt the suitor’s pressure intrigued me. However, 
there was no easy answer for the end of the play, and it stirred me to the point of 
frustration.  
This is the type of theater that drives me. 
I found a kindred spirit in Atwood while working through my irritation with 
Homer. I read a quote from the playwright that explains her obsession with grappling 
with the same tough questions. In an interview before receiving an award in Calgary, she 
says, “I like watching somebody's well-wrought argument twitching on the page” 
(VanSpanckeren). The question of who is to blame does not have a simple cut and dry 
answer. I knew I wanted to pull other people into this piece and allow them to see a 
classical text with fresh eyes. Perhaps by wrestling together for answers we would be 
encouraged to explore other sides of stories.  
While considering this script, I had had a discussion with a close family member 
of mine. We arrived at the topic of a sexual assault that my friend had suffered and is 
still dealing with. She questioned the veracity of the young lady’s testimony. After all, 
“sometimes young ladies ask for that type of attention from a man.” This woman is from 
an older generation, but I was still appalled by the fact that she was willing to throw 
away another woman’s brave attempt at healing and hoping for justice. I listened 
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politely for as long as I could. Finally asked her how she would feel if her daughter were 
treated the same way she was handling the testimony of the young lady in question. Her 
face sobered slightly as she considered, then she made a joke and brushed it off. Her 
abrupt change in subject left me with an urgent desire to align myself with the ones who 
deserve justice. 
I believe that theater is supposed to thrust stories and voices of marginalized 
people in our laps. When there is a tough question that haunts and brings awareness to 
a story that I cannot forget, I know I need to poke at it. This project was my attempt at 
poking at the uncomfortable and uneasy questions that Atwood places before us. It is my 
effort in giving voice to previously silenced women from different races and 
socioeconomic backgrounds.   
In this thesis I will explore Homer’s original Odyssey, comparing it to Atwood’s 
revision. I will then explore the themes, images and environment created by Atwood to 
tell Penelope and the maids’ story. I continue on to describe my approach and the style 
that the production will take on. This includes design elements of scenery, lights, 
costumes and sounds pertinent to telling the story. Next, I examine the goals I set out to 
achieve in directing this production. Finally, I evaluate the successes and failures of the 
final product, highlighting lessons learned from this opportunity.  
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2 
Research 
 
Original vs. Revisionist 
The first step I took in researching this project was to read. Homer’s Odyssey is perhaps 
one of the most beloved and well-known classics. In his epic poem the noble hero 
Odysseus journeys home from Troy after fighting the Trojan war. As the clever King of 
Ithaca, he encounters and overcomes trials and tribulations on each island. With the 
help of his son Telemachus, we learn about his brave and wily pursuits. Homer 
champions the men in the epic poem, while the women are auxiliary pieces to serve 
Odysseus’s story.  
Meanwhile, the hero’s wife Penelope is left at home to entertain the suitors who 
have come to believe their king is dead. She is being forced to choose a man but remains 
faithful to her husband. Homer makes her out to be clever, but also a weepy and helpless 
mess. Eurycleia, Odysseus’s loyal servant since birth, serves as her master’s confidante 
and sees Penelope as a nuisance at first. Her role in the poem is small, yet essential, as 
she recognizes her master when he returns home.  
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Upon his arrival, Odysseus discovers the wrong being done to his kingdom and 
with Athena’s guidance, he slaughters the insistent suitors. The maids are charged for 
sleeping with the enemy men. We hear nothing of the maids until the end, when they 
become the scapegoats and are hanged. Homer neglects their importance, relegating 
them to “whores” and “sluts.”  We cheer for the godlike man and his victory at the end of 
the tale, but why are the women stereotyped and grazed over? 
         In 2018, Emily Wilson released the first female translation of the classic epic. In 
this version I discovered the errors created by a patriarchal system of editors and 
linguists. Women were seen as secondary and often adapted through a male lens. She 
took special care in writing the female characters by delving into the original Greek to 
find the true meaning of the language. In the translator’s note she remarks:  
I try to avoid importing contemporary types of sexism into this ancient poem, 
instead shining a clear light in the particular forms of sexism and patriarchy that 
do exist in the text, which are only partly familiar from our world. For instance, in 
the scene where Telemachus oversees the hanging of the slaves who have been 
sleeping with the suitors, most translations introduce derogatory language 
(“sluts” or “whore”), suggesting that these women are being punished for a 
genuinely objectionable pattern of behavior, as if their sexual history actually 
justified their deaths. The original Greek does not label these slaves with any 
derogatory language (Wilson 89). 
She follows with more examples of male translations of the poem, underscoring the 
need for female-slandering references. It was important for me to incorporate her 
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adaptation into my production in order to supply the actors and design team with 
another resource. Wilson’s adaptation led me back to other variations to compare and 
confirm the differences. Wilson’s translation felt closer to what Atwood’s revisionist 
adaptation set out to do.  
          When asked to rewrite a myth as part of a project by Canongate Books, Atwood 
recalls feeling haunted by the innocent maids’ hangings. She remembered reading 
Homer’s original poem and being bothered by the unjust punishment, “as it [was] so 
excessive in relation to anything they actually did” (Atwood, vi). What followed was a 
cabaret-like novella mashing up the name of the title character, Penelope, and Homer’s 
Illiad. The book asks the reader to consider Penelope and the maids as multifaceted 
players and more than just women who wept, slept and wove while their master was 
away. It fleshed out characters in The Odyssey that were previously left to the side and 
treated as secondary helpers to the title trickster. Each chapter was headlined with 
Brecht-like titles and riddled with songs and poems performed by the maids. Her 
revisionist myth took Homer’s original and gave it a tongue-in-cheek reflection on how 
women are still treated as unequal to men.  
         So when Phyllida Lloyd pitched the idea of directing a stage version, Atwood was 
intrigued. The novella already had a theatrical element to it, so it seemed like a perfect 
next move. She involved herself in a full-length adaptation in Stratford-upon-Avon 
(after a reading in St. James Piccadilly), revising parts of the book that seemed less 
important (Munday). In describing the final product, Atwood couldn’t come to a 
defining genre: “It’s not a straight play. It’s not a musical comedy or opera – the best 
word I could come up with was a ‘cabaret’… It’s more like a chamber piece – a smaller 
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thing” (Munday).  The piece is indeed fun and has elements of those genres, but the 
message sent to the audience is a sobering one.(
Along with Wilson’s translation of Homer’s Odyssey, I obsessed myself with 
journal articles, novels and work associated with the material. I engaged in 
conversations about weaving, reading, waves of feminism and abuse. I let curiosity 
about the material steer me into areas of research that I hadn’t imagined. My first quest 
was to tackle other Atwood works, exploring her style and genre.  
As one of the most influential writers of our time, I knew I needed to read more of 
Margaret Atwood’s work. I began by delving into articles about her novels and history as 
a revered writer. I discovered that she grew up in the woods of Northern Quebec and 
was homeschooled. She started going to fulltime school in Toronto at the age of eight. 
The way she remembers that time in life speaks to the characters she creates. In an 
article from The Guardian, she is quoted as saying, “I was now faced with real life, in the 
form of other little girls--their prudery and snobbery, their Byzantine social life based on 
whispering and vicious gossip, and an inability to pick up earthworms without wriggling 
all over and making mewing noises like a kitten” (Potts). I gained insight on how the 
characters in her work reflect humanity.  
Atwood’s newest book, The Testaments, arrived in stores just prior to rehearsals 
and I devoured it. At the same time, she was on a book tour and one of the tour’s few 
dates happened to stop in Portland. I was charmed by Atwood’s demeanor and candor 
while being interviewed about her uphill struggle as a woman in the literature industry. 
She regaled us with examples about male-written reviews of her work that accused her 
of writing “mean women.” I heard her speak of the power and privilege of men over 
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women and how it has changed since she began writing. The actors cast in the play who 
came were also inspired to read more of her work and do their own research before 
rehearsals. 
 
 Production History 
As previously noted, Margaret Atwood’s The Penelopiad began as a novella. Her first 
staged reading, in October 2005, took place at St James Church in Piccadilly London 
with Atwood reading the title role (Jones). Three women played the roles of the maids, 
with Phyllida Lloyd, who had directed an opera version of A Handmaid’s Tale in 
Toronto, directing the piece. The postmodern version of the myth was on a tight budget 
but proved to be a great jumping off point for future versions (Allardice). 
After the well-received reading, Atwood went on to adapt the novella into a 
theatrical script. In 2007 the piece was co-produced by The Royal Shakespeare 
Company and Canadian National Arts Centre in Ottawa. The first staging was mounted 
in Stratford-upon-Avon at the Swan Theatre with a half Canadian and half British all-
female cast. The event was “invite only,” but funded by “The Penelope Circle,” a “group 
of nine female benefactors from across Canada” donating $50,000 each to see the work 
done (Potter). The Canadian National Arts Centre mounted the play after the London 
run, with mostly rave reviews but with multiple critics noting the problem areas of the 
script thus far. 
The next notable production took place at the Stanley Industrial Alliance Stage in 
Vancouver, British Columbia. One review by Colin Thomas stated that the script was the 
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main issue and only came to life in the second act (Thomas). After some heavy rewrites 
and changes to the script to flesh out the character of the maids, the play found more 
homes. The Nightwood Theatre in Toronto mounted the production with Buddies in Bad 
Times Theatre in 2012 and again in 2013 with Megan Follows of Anne of Green Gables 
fame playing Penelope. The reviews were excellent, stating that the story embraced the 
humor and made it less serious (Cushman). In Manitoba, The Royal Manitoba Theatre 
Centre produced the piece as part of their 2012-2013 season (Tait). 
The show’s steady history continues, boasting more Canadian productions in the 
past three years. The University of Toronto mounted the play in its 2018 season to 
lackluster reviews, stating the direction was “uneven” in places (Sumi). In January 2019 
however, The Penelopiad called the Stratford Festival in Ontario home, with direction 
by former Penelope, Megan Follows.  The piece was put up at the Grand and opened 
with wonderful reviews, stating that the production “breathes life into Atwood’s cleverly 
netted script” (Church). 
Stateside, Penelope’s story has been presented in notable productions. In Santa 
Maria, California, the Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts produced the Atwood 
play to great reviews (Linn). In Albuquerque, New Mexico, Mother Road Theatre 
Company mounted the production in 2015 to shining evaluations from local 
publications (Gaines).  More commonly, colleges and universities have taken on the 
project of sharing Atwood’s version of Penelope’s story. The most recently mounted 
production was at the University of California Irvine in February 2020.   
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Fiber Art Trips 
Another research approach stemmed from my obsession with fiber art and textiles. 
Spinning, knitting and dying are passions of mine, and I wanted to connect myself and 
my collaborative team to this world. I read in-depth books and articles on the history of 
spinning and weaving, both of which are mentioned in the script. I found that looms 
used in ancient Greece were vertical standing looms with stone weights for the vertical 
warp strings (Roller). I began collecting images that inspired me and connected the 
script to historical craft. Ancient vase paintings served as references for various kinds of 
looms, all vertical (Edmunds). I was intrigued by the concept of weaving in this manner 
and took the plunge to attempt weaving with a vertical loom. The loom was less 
successful than I had originally wanted, and my efforts ended in a tangled mess.  
The failure gave me ideas for the movement of a large loom where the maids are 
the stone weights manipulating the warp threads. I have always appreciated massive art 
installation and wanted to work it into the play. Atwood’s world allowed for the 
interpretation with simple directions like “they weave in and out” (50). Questions of 
how abstract or real the weaving should be buzzed around in my mind, creating 
inspiration for the larger scenes in the play. But that was just the beginning.  
The first trip I took with my dramaturg, Madalyn Southard, or Maddie, was to a 
local weaving studio. Ruthie’s is situated in southeast Portland, and was suggested to me 
by one of the customers in my local yarn store 
(http://www.ruthiesweavingstudio.iwarp.com/). The building, unmistakably marked 
with giant red letters advertising “Weave,” housed large and small looms that could be 
rented out for use. They offered classes from beginner to advanced and supplied endless 
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hours of research materials on weaving. It was the perfect space for Maddie and me to 
begin.  
When we entered, there were a handful of women all working on their own 
projects. We announced who we were, and what our purposes were, and the women 
were more than happy to offer demonstrations and answer questions we had. They took 
turns showing us around to the various styles of looms and weaving. At one point a 
group of weavers stopped their projects to help another woman remove her first towel 
project (Appendix A). It was an example of support and sisterhood that exists in the 
fiber community that I hoped we would witness.  
 We learned the basics of weaving and the tools they used. Ruthie’s supplied an 
immersive experience, making tangible the support in the fiber craft community. I knew 
that the ensemble would benefit from experiencing this community among crafters. It 
would show them the power in generational bonding through craft. I determined to 
invite them to my place of work, Starlight Knitting Society, to immerse themselves in a 
room full of women crafting. Hopefully, they would connect with each other through the 
shared experience of a knitting circle, even if they didn't know how to knit.  
 Almost every member of the cast came to the knit night. The women were 
intrigued to meet the actors, asking them questions about the script and their roles. In 
return, some of the actors expressed their curiosities as they studied the knitters’ 
processes. Two actors even brought their own knitting projects to work on! I gave a 
quick lesson on how wool is produced and how it would have been processed in ancient 
Greece. I demonstrated how to spin fleece into yarn using a drop spindle. Each actor 
volunteered to give the yarn a chance and even got the hang of it. One actor learned how 
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to knit from an older knitter, and I saw what I had hoped was actually occurring--
generations of folks connecting and bonding through craft (Appendix B).  
History 
In Atwood’s story, Penelope and the maids continue a tradition of women who use 
weaving and thread in Greek myths. Athena, goddess of handicrafts, agriculture and 
civics battled Arachne in a weaving contest. Arachne’s pride got her into trouble, and 
she ended up being turned into a spider (Hamilton 426). The Three Fates were said to 
control the morality of humans, giving them “evil and good” at birth (49). Clotho, the 
Spinner, created the thread of life, Lachesis dispensed the lots to each human, and 
Atropos controlled the cutting of the death thread. Philomela wove a tapestry of all the 
wrongs done to her to communicate her rape and brutal removal of tongue by Procne’s 
husband (396). The history of women using fiber arts and textiles is a rich one, and 
dates to ancient times around the globe.   
Weaving methods in ancient Greece have become recognized as foundational to 
the development of the modern art form. Looms were constructed out of wood and 
attached to a wall, with the warp threads hanging down and weighted by round clay or 
stone weights (Mmblight). This produced a delicate and sturdy fabric depending on 
what fiber was used. As the work was finished, it was rolled up at the top of the loom to 
give room for more warps to be woven with the weft. Modern loom designs have drawn 
from and changed methods in order to make the process easier to create fabric.  
 From the long history of story weaving and sisterhood we find ourselves today at 
a moment of “craftivism.” Coined in 2003 by Betsy Greer, “craftivism” is a blend of 
activism, feminism and crafting (Greer). According to the Craftivism Manifesto a 
craftivist is “anyone who uses their craft to help the greater good,” raising awareness 
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and resistance of “societal ills” and working together to create (craftivism.com). Inspired 
by the movement Krista Suh and Jayna Zweiman created a pink hat pattern to raise 
awareness of women’s issues. Deemed the “Pussy Hat Project,” people knitted hats as a 
sign of unity against a presidency working against women. Women and men still gather 
to craft, telling stories and supporting each other just like Penelope with the maids. 
Subversive crafting continues to ignite change and shift a culture. 
 
Dramaturgy 
It seemed that as I studied more historical treatment of women in ancient Greece, I 
became more aware of the mistreatment of women today. I watched as a friend was shut 
down when she offered ways to streamline a process in her theater department. I 
listened as another expressed discomfort with a professor who talked candidly to her 
about his sexual exploits. One young woman relayed to me that she had been touched on 
the shoulders by a man in authority, even when she asked him to stop. It seemed the 
imbalance of power and privilege was massive, and the effect produced fear and malaise 
from young women in our campus community.  
 I knew I wanted a team of women surrounding me, assuring correct 
representation of subject matter. I asked our dramaturg, Maddie, to meet initially to 
chat and perhaps build projects that would collect various points of view. We decided 
upon a survey, asking women questions about their daily experiences of the male gaze 
and sisterhood. The survey was anonymous and was answered by 27 women. I also 
conducted private interviews, asking the same questions and listening to the truths they 
were willing to tell (Appendix C).  
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 Subjects polled shared suspicions of men in power. When asked how the #MeToo 
Movement has shaped their perceptions of power, many agreed that it affirmed their 
experiences as a woman. One subject referenced the Harvey Weinstein case. Others 
shared how men on campus and in their families didn't believe them or pushed their 
opinions aside. Each of the responses were varied and some were more shocking than 
others. One woman told me that she always feels the male gaze but doesn’t feel nervous 
about it. She was raised by a group of strong, wealthy women exemplifying power over 
the male gaze. Another shared that her mother submitted to her husband in all 
decisions, leaving her to doubt her instincts about men. Each of these responses 
confirmed to me the urgency to produce this play.  
 Ms. Southard was an integral part is the entire process. From beginning research, 
to sparking enlightening conversations during rehearsals, to her final lobby display, 
Maddie enhanced this project. She asked intriguing questions that stirred discussion 
between me and the actors. I relied on her to share her observations during breaks and 
at the end of rehearsals. I trusted her larger view of the world and script and requested 
that she attend any rehearsals she could. When it came time for the lobby display, her 
impact was notable. The display was full of pertinent information and visuals. I imposed 
my idea of displaying a spinning wheel and looms for the audience to try weaving. She 
was a flexible and strengthened the connection between the world of the play to a 
modern audience.  
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Approach/ Style 
(
I approached The Penelopiad as a postmodern dark tragicomedy that was told by 
women to mirror the injustice of inequality. Society governed morality in Penelope’s 
world, and the effects of her decisions haunt her still. The light and comedic moments in 
the script allow us to laugh at our own foibles. The darker truths were meant to sober us 
into the reality of our tragic current issues. The actors used direct address, making eye 
contact with members of the audience. This was meant to confront how and why are we 
still figuratively hanging women today.  
In searching for a metaphor, I came across fiber artist Franca Sonnino’s 
sculpture, Il grande libro bianco (see Fig. 1). It inspired 
my initial concept of placing ancient historical myths in a 
modern reality. The weaving was loose with many holes in 
it, like the holes in stories that we have believed. The 
pages looked softer than normal paper yet stood with a 
great backbone, like the bravery of Penelope. It reminded 
me that a story like Homer’s original Odyssey left 
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questions unanswered, allowing for gaps in the story to be filled in. 
As I moved forward, I established that Sonnino’s sculpture would be a secondary 
influence. Instead, I associated the production with a court case. In the course of the 
play Penelope and the maids present their case to the jury, the audience. Each party 
testifies of their experiences, drawing us deeper into the effects of an unjust society. The 
motive behind telling the story lies in raising our awareness to the need for unity and 
support. The maids show us that we are stronger together. Penelope asks us to consider 
how we use our power and privilege to better the lives of others before it’s too late.  
The style of the play would be made evident through design elements. I wanted to 
bring the play into a world where modern and ancient politics collide. The underworld 
of Hades is a seedy place of gloomy death and regret. I pictured a dingy nightclub or old 
warehouse used for raves and drug-induced dance parties. The space may have had a 
purpose in creating and producing in the past, but now is dilapidated and only used for 
dangerous, overwhelming and out of control parties. In contrast, in the land of 
Penelope’s memories, the palace might stand as a massive construction of weaving. It 
would contrast with Hades, evoking a light, soft and safe space. It can start out hollow 
and bare and as pieces are needed, they are moved or created with the materials present. 
I relished the idea of not having any defined walls, but areas suggested by fiber and 
string, much like the fluidity of a memory. 
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Analysis 
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Given Circumstances 
Homer’s Odyssey paints Penelope as a clever and loyal housewife, bearing a son and 
waiting patiently for her husband. She has become a symbol of fidelity as the stories 
have taken root in our culture. Familiarity with Odysseus’s journey is assumed, and 
prior knowledge of it helps as one reads through The Penelopiad. Without it, though, the 
story still stands on its own.  
 Margaret Atwood fills in some of the gaps in Penelope’s story by using a pastiche 
of literary and dramatic genres. The very name of the play is a circumstance that honors 
the ancient myths yet playfully pokes at the tradition of storytelling in The Iliad and The 
Odyssey. From the title we expect an epic story with heroes and battles but allow the 
title character to be a strong and courageous woman. Kiriaki Massoura points out that 
“Atwood’s Penelope fights using the voice of a realistic, humorous, and at times, 
sardonic woman who lives in a patriarchal society but does not necessarily accept its 
rules. She experiences the freedom of a ghost from the underworld.” 
From Hades Penelope, former Princess of Sparta and Queen of Ithaca, announces 
that she knows everything after dying.  She relays that in Hades you arrive with a sack 
full of words that you spoke, heard or were told about you (3). She expands on her 
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upbringing, and we harken back to the age of Greek gods and goddesses. She shares that 
her father, King Icarius, tried to have her drowned when warned by an Oracle that she 
would attempt to overthrow his kingdom. A certain level of superstition and religious 
ideals are established as we hear and see tales from Penelope’s memory.   
Polytheism in ancient Greece was the common religion, with Zeus as the god of 
gods, and other titans underneath his dominion (Hamilton 21-22). In Homer’s poem, 
Athena, the goddess of war and wisdom, favors Odysseus for his wisdom and loyalty to 
the gods. She is attributed as the one who aids him along his vision, acting as intercessor 
between Zeus and man. Zeus agrees and plans to spare him from Poseidon’s wrath:  
He is more sensible than other humans, 
And makes more sacrifices to the gods. 
……………………….. 
Poseidon must 
Give up his anger, since he cannot fight 
Alone against the will of all the gods.  (1, 66-67, 76-78) 
In Atwood’s adaptation, however, Penelope accuses the gods of not answering “twenty 
years of [my] prayers,” but suggests that maybe they do listen when Odysseus arrives 
home. Her attitude allows us to see the distant role of divine intervention, yet centering 
on the effect of human actions and relationships.  
Helen, Penelope’s cousin, is also in Hades, showing us the tumultuous rivalry 
between two women. She stands as a reminder of the standard of beauty that Penelope 
could never reach. In ancient Greece, the gods and goddesses were more beautiful than 
humans (Hansen 33). This paradigm was the benchmark that set the guidelines for 
beauty. Helen was an ideal and all the men were attracted to her; as Penelope puts it, 
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“They were all staring at Helen, who was intolerably beautiful, as usual” (Atwood 
21).  Her cousin’s need to be the center of attention stole Odysseus away to fight the 
battle of Troy on Helen’s behalf. Jealousy follows Penelope into the afterlife, making her  
feel second best, even though she is idealized as the perfect housewife and woman 
(O’Neal 117).   
Atwood explores the concept of women as property in her version. To win her 
hand in marriage, Odysseus rigs a footrace, tricking the other suitors and introducing 
additional traditions of the time. He then takes the dowry King Icarius begrudgingly 
supplies and sails back to Ithaca with his new wife in tow. Dowries were a common 
practice in ancient Greece, given by the father of the bride-to-be to the husband (Rehm 
11). The established patriarchal system allowed trading and enslaving women, using 
slaves and maids as they saw fit to “fulfill their master’s needs” (Vlassopoulos 
121). Within the polytheistic system of the ancient Greeks, the male gaze dominated and 
ruled, refusing slave women any position of power. It is for this reason the chorus of 
maids testify together against Penelope’s single witness. 
Women in ancient Greece served many purposes and Atwood doesn’t shy away 
from any of them. They were expected to bear children to pass on the legacy of the 
family (O’Neal 118). Eurycleia, Odysseus’s loyal head maid, reinforces this notion when 
she meets Penelope: “We’ve got to fatten you up so you can have a nice big son for 
Odysseus! That’s your job!” (26). Slaves and maid women were meant to serve quietly 
and give the man of the house anything he expected. Often this would include forced sex 
(Glazebrook 81). In this story, the maids are treated as slaves, only breaking class lines 
when Penelope calls upon them for aid in weaving. The hierarchy among the women 
rested in the family they were born into and their duties in the house (Harris 19).  
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Atwood points to the variation of gender-specific working roles. Weaving and 
spinning wool in ancient Greece was done by the women (Nardo). Penelope spent time 
in private women’s quarters, or gynaeconitis, in the Ithacan palace where female slaves 
spent time at the loom (Katz). Penelope mentions that it was where she would spend 
most of the first days in the palace because she couldn’t even watch her new son. She 
muses, “My days in the palace were very lonely…I would take up my weaving in the 
women’s quarters. There at least I would have company, as a number of slaves were 
always at work on the looms” (31). These spaces represent the areas where women could 
be alone away from men. Only in the absence of her in-laws and her husband does she 
endeavor to run the estate.  
Penelope boldly crosses class boundaries and befriends her maids. The craft of 
processing and preparing wool to spin was an important delineator between social class. 
According to Mireille M. Lee, female slaves were expected to perform most of the 
spinning while the woman of the house would focus on the weaving (Lee 43). When the 
maids and Penelope join forces, this distinction is blurred, creating a camaraderie and 
willingness to trust each other. For three years the women form a secret sisterhood with 
the queen and can let down their guards. They feel protected, as Penelope promises 
recompense when Odysseus returns and finds out how they have helped her. She is 
emotionally invested in the women, likening them to part of her family. 
The women in this play weave the story and unpick their work as a way of helping 
Penelope stall the suitors. Women find the same figurative methods of stalling and 
warding off the male gaze by uniting together. Close friends of mine let me in on some of 
the reasons they bind together. For instance, going to the bathroom together unifies 
them from unwanted advances of men. While in the bathroom, one friend told me, she 
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consoled and formulated a plan with her friend to leave the establishment to avoid an 
unwelcome pursuit. Her supporters gathered around her to fend off a possible attack. In 
this situation, they found strength in numbers to ward off the privilege and position that 
the man had.  
 
Character Analysis 
Penelope: the wise and cheeky daughter of King Icarius and a Naiad (water nymph), is a 
princess of Sparta. She was nearly killed by her father in drowning, but her mother came 
to her rescue. This attempted infanticide put an unusual strain on their relationship and 
engrained in her a deep mistrust for people’s intentions. Along with her mother’s advice 
to go around obstacles, she learned from a young age to fend for herself. She is strong 
willed and not easily moved when adversity strikes, willing to lie to avoid disaster. These 
qualities make her a perfect match of wits for her future husband. 
At the age of 15 her father marries her off to Odysseus, Prince of Ithaca. She is 
eventually won over by her new husband’s charms and moves to his palace to start a 
new life. The two share a bond over an olive tree bed which Odysseus tells her that he 
carved from a tree with its root remaining in the ground as one bedpost. Penelope 
makes a promise to remain faithful to the secret of its building and their relationship. 
Her desire to open the door to her heart is solid and she avows to love him.  
Her fidelity and patience are quickly tested when Odysseus shares that he must 
sail to Troy to rescue her cousin Helen from her own infidelity. She expresses her anger 
toward her cousin, blaming her life issues on her: “Helen the lovely, Helen the 
irresistible, Helen the septic bitch, root of all my misfortunes” (35). In the ten years that 
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follow she learns how to keep an estate running. She wants to please Odysseus and 
prove that she can run a house in his absence. She is determined, crafty and clever, kind, 
demure and driven by a need for a happy ending while alive. 
Her role as a mother to Telemachus is undermined by Eurycleia, making her 
relationship with the boy strained and complex. She is trampled over as his main 
caregiver, and Eurycleia asserts that she knows best, having raised Odysseus from a 
young age. Penelope feels the pressure of a new position put on her by Anticleia, her 
mother-in-law: “A king’s wife is under constant scrutiny” (30). The statement proves 
true when she must run the kingdom alone, under the gaze and scrutiny of the suitors. 
The busyness paired with her attempt to break tradition by mothering her own son 
turns Telemachus into a rebellious and spoiled man. 
While she testifies, Penelope is driven by the need to right her wrongs and clarify 
that she is not a woman to be revered. She recognizes that her desire for peacekeeping 
kept her silent in the face of injustice. Her lifetime of adhering to strict social 
conventions of silence lead her to freely offer her side of the story. The very picture of 
fidelity, she is a faithful and patient wife waiting for her husband to return. As a queen, 
she is aware of her status yet out of need for friendship and help, she welcomes the 
maids to join her weaving plan. 
The group of women share a dangerous sisterhood from the beginning. Penelope 
enlists the twelve youngest and prettiest maids in secret, asking them to sacrifice their 
sexuality, will and dignity to the suitors for her own comfort. She is desperate to keep 
her kingdom and assures them that their trouble will be worth it when Odysseus 
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returns: “I’ll tell him how you’ve been like daughters to me” (Atwood 64). Her promise 
shields her from harm, thus avoiding sacrificing her own sexuality and comfort. 
Penelope is cunning and enjoys a trick. In her cleverness, she recognizes 
Odysseus but prudently lets on that she doesn’t. Her argument is smart as she explains 
that “it’s always an imprudence to stand between a man and the reflection of his own 
cleverness” (72).  Instead she arranges a contest to string the bow of Odysseus, and 
relays to him a dream she had forewarning her of the slaughter of “geese.” She is a 
matched wit for her husband, only feeling slight remorse for playing a small trick on 
him. 
The now dead queen of Ithaca questions the reasons she turned a blind eye to her 
privilege and position. By the end of the play, her example stands as a complicated 
warning to examine our lives. 
The Maids: Tanis, Kerthia, Iole, Celandine, Klytie, Selene, Zoe, Alecto, Chloris, 
Phasiana, Narcissa are the names of the maids in the script, but mainly they go 
unaddressed as such. They serve as the chorus and find strength in numbers. As in 
Greek drama, they sing and dance to state their case of innocence together. These 
women supply the other side of the story, allowing the audience to hear their 
perspectives. The ones who have been marginalized find a platform to voice their side. 
From birth they were raised to serve in the palace and told they were dirt. They 
grew up playing with Odysseus until they realized their station beneath the prince. 
When men wanted them, they took them, and learned their “bodies had no value” (10). 
They grew hard hearted and tough, learning how to deal with slavery out of necessity. 
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They were entertainment for the men, allowing them to use them however they wanted. 
Each maid is a survivor and victim of classicism and a patriarchal system. When they 
assume the roles in the reenactment, they are avenging their perpetrators who kept 
them in a system of slavery and abuse for so long.   
The maids aid in the masterful plan of weaving the shroud and join Penelope. 
Over three years of weaving, they learn to trust her and almost become like equals. The 
women help around the Ithacan palace and have access to every room. They listen 
intently and pass along gossip as they see fit. When Penelope needs information, they 
relay it to her, having eyes and access to every part of the house. They believe the queen 
when she promises the reward when her husband returns. Their hard lives are met with 
disappointment and death, yet they live on in the underworld, reminding Penelope of 
her failure to protect them until the end. 
Odysseus: Prince of Ithaca and grandson to Autolycus, he is a country boy and goatherd. 
He wins Penelope’s hand but also has his eye on Helen of Troy, Penelope’s cousin. He is 
short, barrel chested, stocky, handsome and wise. His thigh is marked with a long scar, 
given to him by a boar on a hunt when he was young. His bravery and clever wit make a 
great mix for a warrior. He is a charming and smooth trickster, driven by the love for 
adventure. “He could convince anyone that together they face a common obstacle, and 
only together could they overcome it,'' Penelope relays in one of her monologues (22). 
         Odysseus grew up being pampered and waited on by women. His mother doted 
and advised, while Eurycleia catered to his every need. He got away with mischief by 
using his smooth personality and wit. In Homer’s Odyssey he is helped by women and 
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goddesses who are taken by his wisdom and charm. Athena herself favors him during 
his journey, and from the looks of it, he seems a perfect salesman, lover and leader. His 
strength of will is supported by his need for adventure and love for his family. Like his 
wife, he is willing to bend the truth to get his desired outcome. 
His clever strategies earn him Penelope as his bride, and he woos her with his 
tales. The stories he shares are endearing and large and Penelope is entertained by 
them. An oath he made and his desire for adventure lead him to leave for Troy to set 
Helen free. He is narcissistic and egotistical, believing that when she cries, it’s all for 
him. He sometimes visits her in Hades, probably to satisfy guilt from his leaving her for 
so long. He always leaves, though, and becomes reborn to forget. 
Odysseus has a fiery temperament when need be. When necessary he is violent 
and uses fearful speech to get what he wants. When he teasingly warns Penelope to stay 
true to their marriage bed secret, it seems charming on the surface. His foreboding tone 
and coarse language warns otherwise: “I’ll have to chop you into little pieces with my 
sword” (32). He uses physical fear tactics with Eurycleia when she discovers his 
disguise, choking her around the neck. These instances show his status as a kind but 
judicious man with the propensity for violence when needed. He is a picture of men who 
sit idly by with the privilege of power and do nothing to correct it. 
His relationship to the maids is complicated. He grew up playing with them but is 
taught to treat them as lower than him. The girls he once called playmates turn into 
servants as the power shift occurs. He is understanding but has a heart for revenge. 
When he decides to hang the maids, it is because his power is challenged in his own 
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home. The women are condemned as traitors, having slept with the suitors. The real 
reason, however, is because he was not in control and didn’t give his permission for 
them to have sex. The domineering side of his personality shows by spreading death and 
bloodshed. 
King Icarius:  King of Sparta, Icarius is driven by the fear of being duped. He is a bit of a 
superstitious man and follows whatever sign he assumes is from the gods. He loves his 
daughter and is filled with sorrow when the Oracle prophesies his daughter killing him. 
He attempts to drown her, but when she is saved by ducks, he is relieved and gives her 
the unwelcomed nickname “Duckie.” He is present in her life, we know, because she tells 
us they take walks. Maybe this is in attempts to atone for his guilt. 
As is the tradition of the time, he decides who will marry Penelope by winning a 
footrace. He highlights the need to have grandsons so they can continue the family 
legacy. He warns, “If you have daughters instead of sons, get them married off as soon 
as possible” (13). When Odysseus wins the race, Icarius is angered and sees him as a 
cheater who only wants to steal his money and daughter. His will is flimsy and shifts 
easily when warned by gods or oracles.    
Penelope’s Mother: In the play she is referenced as a Naiad with small pointy teeth 
(9). Her distant support is shown by advising Penelope and rescuing her from danger. 
Since she is made of water, she is well practiced at the art of disappearing. Penelope 
posits that she is absent minded and not fond of children. In a dream she reminds 
Penelope to deal with the suitors, using her part water side to keep steady and hold on. 
She stands as an advisor and example of a woman of strength. 
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         Naiads are “daughters of Zeus” who belong to brooks, streams and springs. They 
have been said to mate with mortals in Greek mythology (Hansen 242). Penelope’s 
mother has a short attention span and is “elusive,” “preferring swimming in the river to 
the care of small children” (Atwood 8-9). Her intentions aren’t bad, she just isn’t cut out 
for childcare. 
Eurycleia: Odysseus’ governess and maid since birth, she is an entitled head slave.  She 
is loyal head of the maids, to the point and can be cutting in her assessment of others. 
She is driven by her commitment to the royal family and needing to know the next piece 
of gossip. Her status is influenced by information and right standing with the royal 
family. If there is a rumor to be heard and told, Eurycleia probably already knows it. 
Penelope is seen as a threat to her place in the family and she treats the newlywed queen 
with disdain and contempt. 
The jealous maid warms up to Penelope after years of Odysseus gone, but spoils 
Telemachus. She assumes the role of the boy’s mother and even hears his first word, 
“mama,” before anyone else.  In her 50s/60s, she feels like Aunt Lydia from Atwood’s 
dystopian novel The Handmaid’s Tale with a little less power and control. It is her 
words that berate the young, pretty maids and she is the one to encourage their deaths.    
While Eurycleia’s loyalty is to Odysseus first, she will do everything necessary to 
keep Penelope’s heart hopeful for his return. If he is proven dead, she will be passed 
along and treated worse than her prior master. The queen is her hope for being safe, so 
she softens her stance on Penelope to her face, but secretly hopes for her son-like boy to 
return home. She wants all to be returned to normal, and if it means betraying the ones 
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who are close to the queen, she will do it. I imagine she learned how to come to the head 
spot by stepping on others and sharing secrets around the palace. 
Telemachus: Penelope and Odysseus’ son, a prince who is raised in a cushy life, kept 
from harm and waited on hand and foot. He has the same wanderlust as his father and 
spends time looking for his father who disappeared at a young age. He is waited on by 
women, just like his father, and Eurcyleia perpetuates the entitlement of the boy. He is a 
bit of a noble brat, driven by his thirst for adventure and desire to follow in his father’s 
footsteps as King of Ithaca. 
         He is a powerless teen in the face of the suitors, taunted and teased by them until 
he bursts. He takes a ship to prove he is a man and to search for knowledge of his dad. 
His visit abroad leads him to Helen who, as he reports back to his mother, looks old and 
drawn. He loves his mother but blames her for entertaining the suitors and letting the 
maids run free with them. His youth only allows him so much wisdom and 
understanding, but like his father, he is loved by Athena. When the decision to hang the 
maids occurs, he is caught in the middle between not knowing how the maids helped his 
mother and the orders to kill the slave women. 
Telemachus represents this generation stuck between learning archaic traditions 
and challenging toxic masculinity. He in tender toward his mother in moments and rude 
and rebellious in others. He slays suitors alongside his father but is confused by the 
extreme decision to hang the maids who may have helped keep away the power-hungry 
men. Telemachus is stuck between deciding what is right and wrong. He shows us the 
changes that need to be made to a culturally patriarchal system.  As we slowly approach 
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gender equality, young men must learn to listen and empathize with the stories of 
disenfranchised women. Their position of power as a male allows them comfort and ease 
from the issues that women face.   
Anticleia: Daughter of Autolycus in her 50s, the queen of Ithaca feels like a commander 
and silent force. She is disapproving of Odysseus’s choice for a wife and exemplifies the 
traits of a women with power over other women.  She is stubborn and doesn’t believe 
Penelope could be a fit mother at such a young age. She is a bold Type A woman who 
connives and makes sure that her daughter-in-law knows that she is a disappointment.  
She spends years waiting for her son to return before she dies from waiting. She loses 
hope of ever seeing her son again and shrivels up dead. 
         Anticleia is driven by appearances. She wants to look as though she is successful 
and will step on whoever she must to attain that. She loves her husband enough and 
helps him run the kingdom by decision making and strongly advising his choices. She 
feels like a modern businesswoman who runs a fashion magazine, like Anna Wintour 
married to a quiet and submissive man. 
Laertes: King of Ithaca, he is in his 60s and the subservient king and husband to 
Anticleia. He spends the day making sure the goats are taken care of and doesn’t 
appreciate the way Odysseus handles situations. We can assume that Penelope feels 
softer toward her father-in- law because of his attempts at conversation. He is more 
welcoming upon her arrival than his contrasting cold wife Anticleia. When his wife dies, 
he leaves to mourn in the countryside. Penelope thinks he may have been losing his 
mind: “He was spotted shambling here and there in grubby clothing and muttering 
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about pear trees. I suspected he was going soft in the head” (35).  Penelope uses the 
pious tradition of weaving the death shroud for him to ward off the suitors. 
Helen of Troy: Tall, beautiful cousin to Penelope, she is adored by all men and receives 
their attention whenever she is in the room. She is witty and cutting and knows she can 
get what she wants. She is married to Menelaus, but falls in love with Paris, son of King 
Priam, running away and eloping with him to Troy. When she needs rescuing, Odysseus 
takes off leaving his wife and child behind. 
Her relationship to Penelope is that of a bully and instigator. She belittles her, 
calling her “Duckie” and reminding her of her social acceptance over her. In the 
underworld she still loves the crowd of ghosts fawning over her. She is full of passive 
aggression toward her cousin and reminds her of her guilty position with the maids. She 
is driven by desire and being the center of attention. Helen loves Helen, and her vanity 
propels her to step on whom she must in order to get what she needs. She feels like the 
grown up “mean girl” from high school. 
Melantho: One of the most beautiful maids, she is funny and helpful. When Penelope 
commands the maids to do whatever they must to stave off the suitors, Melantho is 
caught in the middle. She is raped by a suitor and when she pleads with Penelope to 
stand up for her, is refused and asked to “try to stand it until your master comes back” 
(58). Feeling alone and betrayed, she divulges the secret plan to the suitors. She is 
driven by duty and then anger for being betrayed by Penelope. 
Melantho represents women who have been betrayed by the women in power 
over them. Her willingness to believe Penelope stirs in her hope for support to change 
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the system. When her guard is let down, she will do anything for her mistress, trusting 
that she will be protected from harm. She feels like anyone who has hoped in a 
government program or system to protect them, only to have those systems take away 
your rights. 
Suitors: The “aristocratic thugs” who arrive at the palace and beg Penelope to choose a 
new husband. They are rude, eating her out of house and home, ruining the palace and 
threatening Ithacan livelihood. They are pigs who push until they get what they want. 
They take by force and boil over from waiting for so long for the queen’s answer. 
Perhaps they were like the men that competed for Penelope’s hand in marriage in 
Sparta. 
The men fear the gods and respect the piety of Penelope in weaving a shroud for 
her father-in-law. In all other ways, they are boorish and driven by the hunger for sex 
and power. As wealthy men, they serve their own desires first and don’t care who they 
offend. They take what they want because they have authority over the slave women in 
the house. As a group, they stand up to Telemachus and refuse to leave until Penelope 
chooses which she will marry. 
 
Themes  
Atwood explores themes of female empowerment and injustice. She shows us that our 
past mistreatment of women haunts us and begs us to use our privilege for good. She 
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warns us to learn from our mistakes and suggests that we combine forces if we want to 
enact change.   
Penelope was a woman with a certain level of power and privilege in her 
community while she was alive. Her position is what allows her to ask the maids to help 
her. She forces them to sacrifice their energy, dignity and sexuality for her own 
protection. The suitors are always nearby watching and waiting; they gaze like predators 
at their prey. Before she feels the effects firsthand, she shields herself with the maids. 
Now in Hades, she battles the guilt of betrayal and seeks to wash the blood of the young 
maids off her hands.  
Each maid alone is powerless, but united in Hades they make for a strong 
opposition. They are low on the hierarchy of the system and must perform the duties 
required and asked of them. Their sisterhood comes from a place of necessity. They feel 
the effect of the male gaze in a more direct way than Penelope.  Without the privilege of 
higher position, they are assaulted and raped without consequence. They are scapegoats 
who have been tread on and used their whole lives, and the one person who offers them 
hope betrays them.  
The folly of religion is threaded through the play as well. In the third scene we 
encounter an untrustworthy oracle who offers unsure answers: “It’s not totally clear. 
The gods often mumble” (7). Atwood points us to the unreliability of belief in religious 
systems. In Scene 24 Penelope tells us that she believes the gods love to see human 
suffering: “Not the fat and bones of animals, but our human suffering, is what they like 
to savor.” Again, in Scene 26, she quotes the same phrase, after mimicking a prayer to 
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Athena for Odysseus’ safe return. At the end of the scene she recalls her 20 years of 
prayers unanswered. Her discovery is inconclusive: “Who is to say that prayers have an 
effect? On the other hand, who is to say they don’t?” 
 
Central Dramatic Action 
Penelope and the maids plead their opposing cases to the jury (in this case the audience) 
while in Hades. The maids constantly remind Penelope of her wrong, taunting her from 
afar but never conversing with her. Theirs is a call for justice and revenge. Penelope 
wants her guilt to be erased, so she warns us to avoid following the example of her life 
choices. Both sides make strong arguments supporting their reasons for why they are 
justified.  
          The guilt of turning a blind eye and staying comfortable while others were being 
abused causes turmoil for Penelope. The suitors enforce the need for a decision but 
ultimately it is the choice she makes to stall them that ensnares her. The story is a 
memory retold from the title character’s perspective and she begins the play by retelling 
her life from birth.  The maids testify in their own way, remembering and rebuilding 
their case by showing us the evidence of mistreatment. 
 Atwood examines the hierarchy of female relationships and the divisiveness they 
create. She exposes power dynamics between women reflective of modern relational 
realities. Aside from the maids, Penelope’s insecurities are exploited as Helen belittles 
her with passive aggressive comments. She uses her beauty to steal attention and gain 
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popularity, bullying her younger cousin.  Eurycleia represents women who gossip and lie 
to maintain position, no matter who they trample on. Anticleia stands as the woman 
with power who uses her position to discourage others from growing or changing.   
In the end Penelope is left with the maids keeping her and Odysseus apart in 
Hades. Her desire to forgive Odysseus is real. The maids ward him off as they want 
retribution for being innocently hanged. She finishes by screaming to understand what 
they want from her but is given no clear answer. Their response is a repeated chant, 
supporting that they had no voice or name to use to save them from harm. 
 
Images/Symbols 
String and thread are the strongest visual elements of the play. Penelope announces in 
the second scene of the play that she’ll “spin a thread of my own,” thus introducing the 
image (Atwood 5).  The maids work with rope and string, weaving a shroud for King 
Laertes. They bring the women together, bridging the gap between lower class and 
royalty. In one choral number, they use them as jump ropes, singing a rhyme reminding 
Penelope of her role in their deaths. Ultimately the string and rope they used becomes 
the same material used for their death.   
Odysseus’ bed whittled from olive wood with roots still in the ground is a symbol 
of fidelity and committed relationship. When they consummate their marriage, he woos 
Penelope by recounting stories and making her comfortable in bed. He asks her promise 
to never share the bed with another. In an intimate scene, they discuss the door to the 
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heart being open and mastering the Fates to direct your own destiny (31-32). It is from 
this place that Penelope recognizes that the man who returned is actually him. Their 
love has changed throughout time, but their commitment to each other is the same.  
         Birds also stand in as important images in the play. Each avian represents 
characteristics of people from Penelope’s memory. Her own nickname, “Duckie,” lingers 
as a reminder of her father’s not wanting her around. Later in the play, she has a dream 
that she relays to Odysseus surrounding beautiful white geese who are killed by a “huge 
eagle with a crooked beak” (71). He tells her the geese are the suitors, but she can’t 
reconcile why their death makes her sad. Penelope finds out later that the white geese 
were the maids that have been her eyes and ears. She is devastated when they are 
hanged, calling them her thrushes and doves. The birds symbolize purity and innocence 
stolen that cries out for justice.   
 Vultures are symbols for the suitors. The men arrive in droves like carrion birds 
to prey on Penelope and vie for her hand. The flock of men insist on her choosing one of 
them, putting pressure on her the way vultures close in on weak ones. They lurk around 
the palace taking what they can. They assume the role of predators and intimidate the 
other members of the house. They steal food and force the women to have sex with 
them, violently raping their vulnerable victims.  
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Environment 
The play’s environment is key to balancing both arguments. It takes place in Hades and 
Earth respectively. Penelope tells her side of the Odyssey from the dark, foggy, asphodel 
fields, while the past action takes place in Ithaca and Sparta. She weaves herself 
seamlessly between the worlds, traversing time to reenact the story. 
Ancient Greeks believed that the underworld was full of crowds of shadowy 
people and shaded ghost-like dead creatures (Homer and Wilson, 11.489–91). Atwood 
describes Hades as gloomy yet having asphodel fields filled with the little white flowers 
that get boring to look at. The window between the living and dead clears enough to 
hear and see what is going on in the land of the living.  The space of Hades should feel 
hollow and expansive. 
Penelope’s living memories should be full of suggested buildings or ruins of a 
palace. We might see a courtyard, bedroom, dining hall and secret chamber where 
weaving takes place. Ithaca is full of cliffs and goats and is usually windy, so that 
element would be beneficial. 
Style 
Staging: The Penelopiad is a memory play that uses direct address to recount Penelope’s 
journey while her husband is gone. In her monologues, the action plays out, almost as 
though she is conjuring the story to life. Important pieces of the memory are detailed in 
specific areas. For instance, at a banquet, she may address the audience standing on the 
table as action continues around her. Or, maybe, time freezes when she speaks.  
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         I envisioned the staging done in specific environments that shift and morph 
depending on action. When testifying, levels were imperative. I wanted some to be 
higher than others, like a podium or platform. The space that formerly served as the 
banquet hall might shift to accommodate a courtyard by moving furniture or scenery 
brought in by the maids. I didn’t feel there needed to be any solid walls, but it was a 
possibility. Spaces defined by fabric or ropes used for weaving and scene changes would 
be ideal. Fluidity was the key because memories are always shifting without stopping. 
         The traditional Greek chorus was originally made up of twelve to fifteen men who 
performed the strophe and antistrophe, or song and dance sections (Jacobus 35). In my 
production the chorus was comprised of an ensemble of twelve women that assumed 
roles as needed. The chorus commented on the story following the tradition set years 
ago by the Greeks. They also made fun of the action, like in the satyr plays (36). Song 
and dance were important, as Atwood included multiple styles of both in the piece. A 
ballad, a jump rope rhyme, a lament and a Tennysonian idyll were just some of the 
numbers that the chorus used to tell their stories.                          
 Acting Style: The acting style was modern with a Greek understanding. Language was 
contemporary and lent itself to our 21st century way of speech. The style was more 
natural, with the chorus interrupting Penelope using modern phraseology. The maids’ 
physicality was important to the story telling, having an awareness of the way their 
bodies moved in space. They were required be able to carry a tune and move to a beat. 
They had to be able to jump rope and move with some flexibility to accommodate the 
moving pictures in the play. 
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Actors needed to have some familiarity with the basics of Greek theater to know 
how we would be modernizing it. In table work, I supplied materials explaining the 
basics of Greek theater. They were called upon to perform songs in different genres and 
play with stylized movement and choreography. Since they would be using direct 
address, they also needed to be comfortable making eye contact with the audience. As an 
ensemble member, it was essential be able to work with others well, while not standing 
out or distracting from the group. In contrast I also required them to take on various 
characters with facility and believability.  
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Design Process 
(
The design process for The Penelopiad was a smooth one, with each of the collaborators 
taking special care to serve the story.  My initial design influences were accepted and 
challenged, causing me to grow in collaboration.  
Costumes 
Prior to meeting with Professor Sue Bonde, the costume designer, I had formed some 
responses and ideas about the costuming of the show. Class and status play an 
important role in showing the characters and the world.  Costuming would help to 
denote that. The wealthier nobles, like Penelope, Odysseus, kings and queens, would 
need clothing that is more elegant than the maids. Penelope and the noblewomen are 
more composed and exude higher status than the maids.  
I imagined Penelope to be dressed in something that nods to the Greek 
silhouette, but with a modern sensibility. Her fabrics would be light and flowy, 
reminding us of her Naiad mother. I imagine her in a coral, light blue or white.  There 
might be gold or silver accompanying her outfit and accessories to show she her nobility. 
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Her hair and makeup would tell the same story. As she blurred the line between boss 
and friend with the maids, the costume might reflect that.  
Originally, I wanted to show the difference of status throughout time using the 
maids’ costumes. They might be clothed in the same muted, plain fabrics but each 
outfit’s silhouette coming from different eras of maids. This would connect the time 
from then until now, highlighting moments in our history when women’s rights lost 
support in great capacity, like the 1950s housewife, pinup or scullery maid. Each tells a 
story as the chorus and their costumes should as well. The color should unify but the 
silhouette would individuate them along with their name.  
Transitions and costume changes should be visible as maids don another 
character. They are aware that they are reenacting Penelope’s version of the story. The 
urgency they exhibit is part of their testimony against their master’s treatment and their 
unjust death. When they become another character, a simple costume piece would allow 
us to see that. For instance, becoming a suitor, she may put on a jacket or coat. In the 
instance of Telemachus, he would have a piece that can serve as a bundle to present the 
birth of himself in Scene Ten. 
The suitors lord their power over the women, so the costume should reflect that. 
They are wealthy, figurative pushy pig-headed men who want power over Penelope and 
the kingdom. They are jealous and envious, and I first saw them as a version of a 
conservative businessman. It would be fun to give them hats that said, “Make Ithaca 
Great Again,” playing on the slogan Trump has adopted for America. They would strike 
fear and terror in their lurking behavior and the costume pieces should support that.  
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Since Penelope’s mother is water, dwelling among the streams and rivers, her 
costume should be in cool colors. Blue and green tones would work, and the texture 
should be flowy like water. She’s fluid but easily distracted and seems less able to care 
for Penelope the way she needed to. These sides of her make a complex mix of water and 
rave culture and playing with fabric pattern might get that across. Maybe we would play 
with creating a sopping wet fabric every time we see her because of her aquatic 
associations. 
I imagined the actors to have a base costume to which small pieces could be 
added quickly to aid their character changes. Simple and elegant was the goal and I felt 
that one simple piece, a crown for instance, would be enough to convey changes in 
character. It was important for the audience to see the actors change, allowing them to 
see the self-aware maids play a different point of view for each character they selected. It 
would have to be paced well or the story would drag on. If the actors dropped maid 
character to put on a costume piece, the convention would not work. It was this fear that 
made me initially apprehensive when I saw the first costume research and plans.  
 Professor Bonde exemplified what a good costume designer should be. She had 
foresight into the questions and direction I had come to lean heavily into. I wanted a 
70% modern and 30% ancient Greek feel to the show. Her ideas were the opposite, 
affording some modern ideas, but sticking mostly to Greek silhouettes. Moreover, there 
were plans for multiple pieces per actor, confirming my worst fear of weighing the show 
down with laborious costume changes. She was a generous collaborator, constantly 
attentive to my thoughts and asking for my opinions as she recognized my 
apprehension. As we continued working together, we found a wonderful stride and my 
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fears were eased. I understood that we would lose the modern connections if we 
abandoned the frame of ancient Greek myth.  
 In her opening monologue Penelope informs the audience that everyone arrives 
in Hades with a bag of words: “Words you’ve spoken, words you’ve heard, words that 
have been said about you” (3). Professor Bonde and I were both inspired by Penelope’s 
sack of words that she arrived in Hades with. We played with the concept of writing on a 
shroud that she would wear over a base jumpsuit. Professor Bonde imagined her with a 
tunic over the jumpsuit to show the status difference from the maids. She pictured a 
cowl of some sort that she could remove. I volunteered to knit one with a yarn in the 
cool color palette she chosen for her. She, like the rest of the cast would be barefoot and 
put on and remove garments as seen fit for the story. 
 Prof. Bonde took time to show me the history and construction of the wedding 
gown, patiently supplying views of how it might look. Penelope’s wedding dress would 
be shimmering and in the style of a Greek draped tabard. She wore a head band that felt 
like a laurel wreath fit for celebration. The gown would be easily changed as the maids 
would prepare her for the wedding. It would be quickly removed by Odysseus on the 
night of their wedding, along with her headpiece.  
 Like Penelope, the maids wore a jersey jumpsuit base that evoked a harem pant 
but felt modern. They covered the top tank top section of the jumpsuit with a crop top 
fabricated from a burlap-like material. I hadn’t imagined any head pieces, but Professor 
Bonde envisioned them covering their heads. She showed me options and we landed on 
the idea of head wrap with a braided headband using burlaps and organic fabric. She 
suggested dying the suits with a brown ombre to show the dirt and grime they had 
sustained. We considered dying spots of the suits red to show the blood that they had to 
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clean up from the dead suitors. Instead we allowed the red to exist in other areas of the 
costumes (see Appendix C).  
 Maids would add and remove pieces as the show went on. King Icarius added a 
golden cape and a crown made from golden puzzle pieces. Penelope’s Naiad Mother 
wore a long-trained blue draped piece with a yoke covered in shells. Her crown was also 
made with shells and various seaweed-looking fibers. We played with ideas of soaking 
the fabric so the maids would have to mop up behind her, but the logistics didn’t work 
out. We settled on a long train of six feet that would trail behind with the same effect.  
Helen donned a bright red, over-the-shoulder, draped gown with gold accents 
and a crown. Professor Bonde and I were immediately convinced of this solid choice, 
since it gave her high status and achieved the sex factor. As she was the one distracting 
all the men, we wanted to evoke not only sex, but also blood with red velvet. The gown 
would billow and open, allowing the actor to “show more skin” when needed.   
Odysseus and his Ithacan household were referred to as goat farmers. We leaned 
into this concept and gave King Laertes a mustard cape with a goatskin cowl. His wife, 
Queen Anticleia, also had goatskin on her cape, dyed purple with dark brown spots 
representing goats. Their crowns had ram horns on them. Odysseus wore a sash with the 
same skin on it, and when going to battle, he put on a woven leather-looking armor 
chest piece. He added a red cape, signifying him as a strong warrior, ready to spill blood.  
The suitors were the most challenging characters to costume but the most fun 
collaboration. Both Professor Bonde and I couldn’t figure out who they were as men. 
The initial idea of the hat with the slogan felt dated and tired. We attempted suit coats 
and polo shirts to evoke a modern frat boy style. Nothing seemed to work. We revisited 
the script until one day I threw out the idea of them being referred to as vultures. She 
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had a feather in her office, and we played with putting it on like an epaulet. Then we 
concluded that using football shoulder padding would serve as a base to attach black 
feathers. We achieved the look we wanted and showed the suitors as the predators that 
they were.  
The excitement of costumes overshadowed my apprehensions about the design 
process. Professor Bonde is a communicative, generous and accomplished designer. Our 
“give and take” led to costumes that told the story in a way I could never have imagined 
on my own. She invited me to meet with her on multiple occasions to solidify her ideas, 
sketches and finally the flow of costume changes. If I had dug in and refused to 
recognize her concepts, the play would have suffered. Once more I learned that 
collaboration stems from respect and desire to find the best common ground for the 
story. 
 
Scenic 
Initially I wanted to set The Penelopiad in a rave. I was drawn to the feeling of 
vulnerability produced by subjecting oneself to loud music, claustrophobic atmosphere 
and unknowing what may happen. I imagined what it would be like to be a woman in 
those settings, always aware of the risks. As I continued conceptualizing the scenic 
world, the more I was inspired by old abandoned warehouses and textile factories. They 
represent a place where things were produced, but now are empty and lifeless, much like 
Hades. Old warehouses and mills usually held a higher level for the boss to watch the 
action below. A textile mill would nod to the looming presence of string. A bed, stools, 
banquet table, loom, and rope were going to be needed for the staging and spacing to 
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work. I pictured a doubling or suggestion of furniture, because the world was not 
grounded in 100% realism. 
         I wanted the audience to feel like they were a jury who got to hear the pleas of 
Penelope. Exits and entrances would be made from the sides and upstage, through areas 
of drapes fabric or rope. Perhaps the maids would stand in or close to the audience, 
reminding us how we have been guilty of the same passivity as Penelope. I relished the 
idea of the maids always watching as a looming presence in shadows, not letting us off 
the hook. In this way, the space between audience and actor would be fluid. 
         When the audience entered, I hoped the space would be uninviting and frigid. 
The texture of the space would be juxtaposed using soft textiles, tough iron, metal or 
stone. The hardness of the ground should feel cold, like broken and cracked concrete. 
Rope and fabric movement would also help in changing and defining spaces for the 
audience. I would experiment with string to create an illusion of objects using a large 
Cat’s Cradle with maids moving the string in transitions. 
When I first met with Professor Kristeen Willis, my scene designer, I had laid out 
all the previous ideas. I brought images and a short presentation of what I hoped the set 
would evoke. I was excited to work with her, having seen her previous lighting and scene 
designs around town. Professor Bonde’s example of quick responses in collaboration 
was ideal but set my expectation bar high. I aimed to enter the rehearsal process with a 
ground plan to begin rough blocking some of the numbers. Professor Willis was new to 
me, since she was an adjunct for the semester. It was intimidating at first to contact her, 
and when I received no answer over the summer, it was concerning.  
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 Little did I know that Professor Willis is a powerhouse in multi-tasking. When we 
got together for our first design meeting, I knew that she was wise, open and available to 
the creative task of designing the scenery. She listened to my ideas and returned weeks 
later with research that also nodded to the ancient Greek theater, using skene and levels 
to evoke history. She melded these elements with my idea of an abandoned textile mill 
in an intriguing way. I was prepared to work with a minimal set full of string and yarn, 
yet she brought more than I could have imagined.  
In fact, she shifted my expectation in way that stoked my imagination to story 
tell. She gave me a hollow space to play in, with multiple levels for actors to explore. She 
supplied a massive drum above the stage like one used in industrial looms to hold the 
finished fabric. Ours would unravel the shroud that the maids would weave. Set pieces 
were strategic and specific to the abandoned mill, such as hampers that served multiple 
purposes. The set also referenced the Greek skene, with a semi-circle orchestra and 
entrances where they would have been in an ancient Greek amphitheater (see Appendix 
D). It seemed that she thought through every detail carefully. She was easy and 
thorough to work with. By the end of the process, I knew I wanted to work with her 
again in some capacity due to her positive can-do attitude.  
The massive task of weaving a shroud thrilled me. I asked Professor Willis if I 
could create the weft, crocheting miscellaneous fibers with the same color story 
together. She agreed, keeping the color story to light naturals and suggesting hemps, 
jutes and linens. I raided my yarn stash and ripped up old clothes into strips to crochet 
on a huge hook. The experimentation was illuminating and the more I worked on the 
weft, the more I wanted to begin weaving the massive shroud (see Appendix E). The 
only problem was we had to wait for the correct rope weight and color to come in.   
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After the designer run, I realized that the blocking for the weaving scene was 
strange. The drum had been designed to be perpendicular to the audience. The height 
also became a concern and Professor Bonde and Eric Lyness approached me about the 
need for a change. They suggested we change the design and move it, so it rolled out 
from under the balcony. That solution felt wrong to me as I wanted the height to draw 
our eyes up. My initial instinct was to have it positioned parallel to the audience. It 
would change the way the bodies moved and created a more dynamic movement while 
the maids wove. It would also allow the audience to see the progression of the fabric 
being woven and unwoven. I contacted Kristeen and she was open to change the 
direction. By making that small shift, the movement of the songs were simplified and 
more elegant.  
Not everyone was as encouraging to work with on this project. Some personalities 
were more difficult to navigate, one being the Technical Director. I enjoy the 
collaborative process that begins with dreaming and imagination and finding creative 
solutions when problems arise. The TD seemed to begin with hesitation and “no,” 
creating instant roadblocks. Instead of an excitement and joy for discovering answers, I 
felt as though he had lost touch with the childlike fun of problem solving. I was losing 
energy to fight and defend my choices. This created a fear in me that I recognized 
creeping into the process. I was afraid to ask for anything for fear of being rejected.  
One day I realized that it wasn’t him, it was that he wasn't being honored by me 
or others for his hard work. I recognize that people need to be thanked and appreciated 
for what they do, and I wasn't seeing much of that toward him. I decided to vocalize my 
gratefulness for his hard work, energy and commitment to the project. His and my 
attitude changed, and we were able to have a little more fun. When it came time to 
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weave part of the shroud, he built a large comb to accommodate the enormity of the 
weaving. I was obsessed with creating the piece and wasn't going to let my passion be 
squelched. I was able to recognize that he, like some actors, had been neglected or 
shoved aside and only seen for what they could do. His felt humanity was not important, 
he was simply expected to do a job. My mind and attitude changed on how he was such 
an integral part of a team that may have not recognized his hard work previously. 
 
Light 
The Penelopiad is structured with multiple monologues that Penelope delivers in direct 
address. During these monologues, we see the actions that Penelope describes unfolding 
before us in dimly lit, dream-like memory light. Hades is a damp and disgusting place, 
full of shadowy reminders of death. The land of the living is brighter and allows more 
light play. I would love to play with light shooting through loosely woven fabric or string. 
In Scene 14, when the maids relay that Troy has fallen and the bloodbath that ensued, 
the lights should show the death and darkness that fell. In Scene 20, the maids unweave 
by moonlit night, allowing another opportunity for secretive mood lighting to support 
the dance and sound.  
         I envisioned the lights creating dismal shadows. The maids should feel like creepy 
voyeurs at times as they accuse Penelope but never supply her with an answer in the 
underworld. I pictured their long shadows cast and perhaps faces up lit in moments. I 
would love to use shadow play in scenes where we witness maids as ghosts. I hoped for 
silhouettes moments where the maids could be seen listening to Penelope and Odysseus 
consummate marriage.  
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 Lighting and sound were the areas that I depended on my original concept to tell 
the story. Lights allowed the audience to witness the difference between the story being 
told in the present and the past. Hades would be dim and shadowy, while the past would 
anchor memory and reality up on earth. So, when I met with Professor Larry Larsen, he 
was relaxed and open to hearing ideas about certain lighting moments. He was 
extremely proficient in finding this balance and our first meeting was a success.  
Professor Larsen and I didn’t communicate much between our initial meeting 
and the designer run except in production meetings. In those meetings he asked 
questions concerning acting areas used in blocking. He assured me that he works better 
in the space when he can see the set. I trusted his process, having had worked with him 
before in other capacities. I knew he would execute a stunning design that would serve 
the story with precision.  
After our designer run, Professor Larsen pointed out that Maddie was wandering, 
moving aimlessly from spot to spot. This made it harder to light her. He suggested using 
a spotlight but admitted it wasn’t my favorite option for the job. Instead I promised to 
speak to Maddie about the importance of hitting every small spot we had blocked. I still 
would have liked to justify them more and that should have been forethought of 
blocking.  
I realized that my small ideas could not only be executed but expanded upon. For 
the “blood lit dumbshow,” actors were bathed in red light, blending the past storytelling 
with the present retelling of war victims. I thought I wanted the maids to be up lit during 
the hanging scene. When I inquired about it, he offered another solution of casting side 
light on them. The moment was shadowy, allowing us to see their bodies twitching and 
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hanging with eyes open. Their slight movement and stillness was highlighted by the 
pinks and reds.  
 Paper tech was run with precision and ease. As a director I was prepared to 
switch to sound designer to get the job done. We ran through the cues and added some 
light to moments that felt too dark. Professor Larsen showed me moments in the upper 
balcony where the actors might need to be re-blocked. This spot in the center of the 
balcony was nearly impossible to light because of the massive loom drum hanging lower 
than the lights. Some instruments were adjusted to attain the best lighting for the space. 
The adjustment was a quick fix yet reminded actors to find their light.   
 
Sound  
I wanted atmospheric sounds in my production, mostly created by electronic beats and 
rhythms. The songs would help to tell the story by delineating scene shifts. They would 
also mark costume changes and define areas, like Hades. I was inspired by electronic 
songs and aesthetics of Bjork, OOIOO and Mideastern instrumental remixes. This music 
style had a driving tempo and commented on the action and energy of each scene. For 
instance, when the battle was on, the energy was high, and music underscored the more 
frenetic energy. 
I had the opportunity to design my own sound. When my proposal to direct this 
show was accepted by the faculty, I began looking for music and soundscape for the 
play. At first, I hesitated because I have had a tendency in the past to take on all the 
areas of design. As this was a massive project already, I figured it would be an excellent 
area for bringing in the modern beat-heavy rhythms that inspired my concept. It would 
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also give me the push I needed to apply what I had learned about QLab. Choosing and 
implementing music wasn't the most difficult part, though--building the cues in the 
sound program was. I was terrified.  
Sound design was an area I didn’t realize I would enjoy so thoroughly. I built a 
playlist and added songs that inspired freely. “They would be sorted later,” I told myself. 
I recognized inspiration when I heard a specific song that resonated with my concept for 
the play. I searched for female DJs and found that there were so many around the globe. 
I whittled down the words I searched, eliminating House Music and Electronica because 
they were usually too upbeat and pop sounding. I ended up reaching back into my 
teenage and undergrad years to find Tori Amos, Bjork and Pussy Riot. Their songs had 
the right balance of dark sorrow and foreboding that I was searching for.  
During rehearsals, we began testing songs during scenes and transitions to 
choose the best one. This was helpful to see the action while choosing the option for 
well-fitting sound. For instance, I discovered that the lively after-wedding party 
transition needed to be boisterous and exciting. “Raspberry Swirl,” by Tori Amos, 
seemed to work the best, supporting the musical flow of the change. Another song, “Bad 
Girls” by Pussy Riot, drove the action of the transitions with an accordion. It also 
connected the feel of the Sea Shanty style song that would be sung in a forthcoming 
scene.  
One day I was humming a song in the costume shop from the 1950s musical Bye 
Bye Birdie. I had acted a child in the show and remembered the opening song, “How 
Lovely to Be a Woman.” I was singing it in an ironic way of looking at the rape scene. I 
took a risk and played with the song in QLab, playing with layering effects on top of it. I 
put the song together with another I had found by Bendik Giske, an electronic artist. The 
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two sounded dark and twisted, juxtaposing the concepts in the song with the violent 
rape. I immediately loved it, tried it that night at rehearsal and kept it.  
With my sound plot and cues in hand, I hunkered down in the light booth to 
make and help build the world. Mr. Lyness happened to be in the theater working on the 
set and he volunteered to help me build a cue or two. He happily gave me a tutorial on 
how to write cues and how some of the other program controls worked. Professor Golla 
also came to my rescue when I was setting levels and choosing speakers.  I was so 
grateful for all the hard work they put in in helping me realize the sound design. 
There were moments I hadn’t considered while building sound cues. Transitions 
were fine music wise, but I had not considered the light shifts that might be built to help 
the time lapse. The light cues were easy enough to build, but it taught me to look at the 
surrounding time needed for transitions. Each design element needed to be factored 
into the transition.  
 
Music 
I was also determined that original music should be composed for the 
production. Thomas Curran, a recent University of Portland graduate, was hired to take 
on the task of setting Atwood’s lyrics to music. He relayed that he was unqualified to 
teach the music.  We agreed that I would be charged with teaching the music if he sent 
the rehearsal and final recordings. I planned on the collaboration of my music major 
actors and my light knowledge of piano and guitar to get us through learning the pieces. 
We also agreed he would send us sheet music for the ones who read music.   
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The flow of the composed music in the play framed the action. The first was a 
childlike singsong jump rope rhyme sung by the maids to Penelope about their betrayal. 
Later they sang a slow lullaby to Telemachus about his father abandoning him for 
adventure. The songs were rife with irony and sarcastic cynicism.   
As the play progresses, the maids’ songs blend various genres with the dark beats 
of electronica. A Sea Shanty adds instrumentation with typically Scottish instruments. 
Ashley MacIsaac, a punk fiddle player from Cape Breton, served as an influence with his 
song “Sleepy Maggie.” The song blended bagpipes with a driving electronica beat. 
Another song would need the feel of a sailor’s drinking song.  
Toward the end of the play, the music becomes somber. In “Dreamboats: A 
Ballad,” the maids lament the lives that they live in their dreams, full of freedom, 
without abuse. The weaving songs progress from stoic and triumphant, to secretive and 
joyful and finally to mournful and defeated. It was important for me to allow the voices 
sing acapella in this song to show the story’s overall arc.   
Curran and I met a few times to discuss which songs he would compose and 
which ones I would work on. I shared my playlist with him and suggested we draw from 
that. We explored tempos and qualities of the music in these meetings and found that 
each song would be rooted in a different genre. I pressed that each song had to be simple 
enough to learn and memorize quickly. By the end of the first meeting we had nailed 
down that he would compose music for the weaving songs, “Daddy Went to Troy,” “The 
Wily Sea Captain” and “Dreamboats.” I would compose “If I Was a Princess,” using my 
guitar and love of Irish rhythms to set the music.   
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We agreed that the weaving songs should be acapella with only some harmonies. 
There were three moments that the maids join Penelope in weaving and unweaving the 
shroud for her father-in-law. Each progresses the story and gives us a glimpse into the 
power dynamics between Penelope and the maids. The first weaving song takes place 
with suitors watching them weave the shroud. They would feel proud to be working with 
the Queen on this pious project and it would be reflected in the song. The second 
weaving song takes place at night, aa they unweave their work unbeknownst by the 
suitors. The third weaving song repeats the words in a sad, dirge-like way. The maids are 
tired and betrayed, having been raped by the suitors.  
“Daddy Went to Troy,” the lullaby, would be traditional and sweet, with three 
maids singing harmonies. It would be sung while Penelope spent time with young 
Telemachus, perhaps putting him to bed.  “The Wily Sea Captain” would be a raucous 
sea shanty of a song, while “Dreamboats” would contrast as a ballad of sad dreams 
unattained. The plans were set into motion and I gave him plenty of time to record.  
 Working with Thomas gave me insight into time management skills. Although he 
was new to composing for theater, he was no stranger to schedules. We only had a 
handful of meetings or recording times and he was late for most of them. I had to learn 
to work with a less organized and scattered personality, while putting my foot down on 
certain things. For instance, we had a singer coming in to record rehearsal tracks for the 
cast and he was late and unprepared for that meeting. I attempted to chalk it up to lack 
of experience, but it became obvious that there was a lack of respect for other people’s 
time. One conversation we had centered around being professional and learning from 
mistakes. I see this as a valuable experience in learning to lead team members into 
healthy collaboration practices.  
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Props 
A large part of the world building involved the design and use of props. Since we were 
looking to mix the modern and old worlds, anachronistic props were collected and 
distressed. Mikelle Kelly and Jesi Robison, the student prop masters for the show, were 
helpful in talking through ideas that might work. I had questions about where the props 
came from in the world and whether or not they were put away every night after 
reenacting this “play/memory” for the jury audience. I was also plagued by the materials 
and the level of reality needed for the props to be translated into the story. For instance, 
did we need real food, or would we use fake? If it was fake, how would it be built? 
Since the play took place in an abandoned textile warehouse, we chose to play 
with what would have been found in that space: yarn. Fabric and yarn were not in the 
original concept but as we came to realize we needed more specificity, the idea was born. 
We wrapped balls of yarn to resemble meat and used yarn to create a spaghetti dish. But 
I still wanted to see modern items used to connect the play to today. We used red plastic 
cups for celebrations as an iconic reference, since they are so often used for parties and 
picnics. This gave the props an anachronistic quality that connected the audience to 
now.  
 
Poster/Program 
Marketing should be an important part of any design process. With the correct image 
and layout, more potential audience members will hear the story. I wanted this 
production to have an image that enticed an audience. Dr. Lezlie Cross spearheaded this 
imperative and we set a date to meet.  
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 I had already found images that I planned on using. The University, however, had 
a system of program production it currently used, limiting images and adjustments. I 
hoped to have a visual representation of the feeling of the production we were putting 
on. I wanted it to have an element of red and string somewhere. I played with images of 
nooses but didn’t want to give away the story. I was also aware of scaring potential 
viewers away. In the end we found a design that was sufficient, and I believe suggested 
an interesting story. (See Appendix F.) 
!  
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6 
Auditions/Casting/ Rehearsal 
(
Prior to auditions I decided that the play needed to have 12 maids and one actor 
dedicated to playing Penelope. The cast would be played by female identifying or non-
gender conforming actors. I chose not to cast male identifying or cis gender men 
because the story itself needed the experience of female maids playing characters who 
had affected them in real ways. The goal was to allow the audience to think about their 
roles as privileged humans and how they handle their power.  
 Early on in my planning I listened to the songs that inspired the concept and 
casting decision. One pivotal song, “Umo” by OOIOO, stirred in me the idea that this 
story was global and historical. The song was a rousing call and response, driven by 
strong drumbeats, creating a ritualistic feel. It felt like a tribe of women, not unlike the 
Bacchae in Euripides’ classic play of the same name.  I realized that the story is one of 
women from every cultural background, not just white American women. I intentionally 
sought to represent those stories through casting women of various sizes, ethnicities and 
backgrounds. I wanted them to bring their varied life experiences to the process.  
 I was concerned about the age factor for some of the characters. In the most 
recent Stratford, Ontario production, Penelope was played by Seana McKenna, a more 
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mature actor, representing the character’s age at the time of her death (“Margaret 
Atwood’s The Penelopiad”). Most previous productions portrayed Penelope as a younger 
woman, nodding to the ageless qualities of souls in Hades. I had established that all of 
the actors would be traditional college age but was curious about how a student would 
assume the role of the elderly Eurycleia. Would anyone be able to believably play the 
aged maid with their physicality and vocal nuance?  
 
Auditions 
With was a group of talented actors to choose from, auditions were smooth. As is 
customary at the University of Portland, the first night of auditions consisted of 
monologues or cold read scenes (see Appendix G). My eyes were searching for Penelope, 
Odysseus, Telemachus and Eurycleia options. I hoped that I would see new material 
from the students I had worked with or seen before in classes. I wasn’t sure we would 
have enough auditioning for The Penelopiad. I counted a large number of women 
reading, and that put my anxious mind to ease. I ended up calling all of the women back 
for the first night of callbacks.  
The first night of callbacks I chose scenes and monologues for actors to read that 
would show me the way they connected to the story. The evening before I had made a 
list of actors that I would like to see read for Penelope and Odysseus. In the room I paid 
attention to who would take a direction if I gave it. I respond well to curiosity from an 
actor, so questions and clarifications are a sign of playful actors. It was also apparent 
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that some of the actors were nervous. Doing my job to make them comfortable enough 
to play was key.   
The second night I focused on singing and ensemble work. I called back a smaller 
group of women to read for Penelope, Eurycleia, Odysseus and Telemachus, confident 
that the other characters would be decided after those. Thomas came in and taught the 
lullaby, “Daddy Went to Troy.” We then split the women into groups of five to make it 
easier to hear how they blend. It was key to hear if they were able to carry a tune because 
of the amount of singing in the script. What I found is that everyone could carry a tune 
and keep rhythm, but some were more timid than others. Doing this also showed me 
their level of reading and memorizing music together. Some were helpful to their peers, 
while others kept to themselves, preferring to work alone.  
 Attitude and teamwork are high priorities of mine in casting a play. I studied the 
actors and interacted with them in the lobby on breaks. How they were responding to 
nerves and to others in audition situations tells me how they may respond in times of 
pressure, like technical rehearsals or opening night. I counted on my stage manager to 
notice some of the attitudes and behaviors of those waiting to read. There were no 
reports of divas or difficult people, so that eliminated a concern of mine. 
 I was not sure how important the role of Menelaus was for us to see. He is 
mentioned as being a wealthy and loud man but doesn’t speak. I was uncertain if he 
needed to be seen or simply referenced. I came to the conclusion that having him seen 
by the audience would give Helen dimension. His jealousy would highlight her role as 
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being the most desired woman. Ivy Chacón was a great fit, seamlessly playing switching 
between maid, suitor and Menelaus.  
 
Rehearsals 
Our rehearsal schedule ran from September to November, allowing us 15-18 hours per 
week to work. The University of Portland went on fall break in the middle of our 
process, meaning rehearsals would be on hold for a week. Time felt short for what we 
would need to accomplish so organization would be key. I made sure to plan out times 
dedicated to the actor playing Penelope and gave much attention to creating the 
ensemble of women. From first table read to the last performance, the rehearsal process 
was full of challenging subject matter but loads of rewarding outcomes.   
 I viewed blocking as a process of drawing and painting. As a visual artist it made 
sense to follow the steps of creating a visual piece of art. First, I loosely blocked, or 
“rough sketched” the scene. This process was quick and laid out basic blocking for actors 
to notate. Next, I filled in some of the lines and made the blocking more solid. Next 
came the “shading and highlighting” of scene work, where we got more specific and 
detailed. Finally, I finished by polishing moments as best as possible. This occurred 
during the final week of dress rehearsals. Using this metaphor proved useful for me in 
the past and continued to be for this process.  
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Penelope 
I cast Maddie Nguyen for her initial passion and commitment to learning Penelope. In 
auditions I believe preparation shows commitment to the work. Already she was 
somewhat off book and had entered with strong choices for the role. She inspired a new 
idea of who Penelope was in my mind. She was playful yet stoic. There was a new angle I 
had seen of Penelope as a Vietnamese American woman, highlighting that this story is a 
global one affecting women around the world. She played high status well and I was 
confident that giving her the opportunity to dig into this tough role was what I wanted 
the lead to say.  
 Prior to full rehearsals I knew I wanted a jump start working with Maddie. I 
wanted to assure that her traits in Hades connected with her character telling the story 
now, outside from the past. I could tell she was nervous about taking on this huge piece. 
She had never worked with me before either, so I knew that it would take time to trust 
me. We did this with individual meetings, on and off campus in various casual locations. 
I asked what her take was on the play and how she connected with Penelope. As I 
gradually earned more of her trust, we began going deeper into tablework.  
My table work with Maddie was similar to the table work done as a cast but 
slower. We took our time to make more discoveries and answer deep questions. At one 
meeting, we played with knowing where the audience was and directly addressing them. 
We quickly discovered that we needed bodies for her to respond to, with individual 
objectives for each address. Our time together taught me to be thorough, not letting 
anything slip by without answering “why.”  
We met a number of times for an hour at a time to discuss Maddie’s monologues 
and the arc created by the moments in between them. We played with some movement 
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and I witnessed her memorization skills firsthand. She came to the first meeting having 
had memorized the first act of monologues. The trouble was that she had memorized 
them a certain way, almost preparing them for a final performance. I struggled with how 
to break her out of this presentational version of the queen that she recorded in her 
mind and body. I noted that Atwood wrote Penelope as a multi-dimensional character 
who has shaken off the rules and concerns of society. Therefore, she is more casual, and 
we shook off Maddie’s translation of intense high status by asking her to do it as if 
talking to friends. It worked, so I asked her to do all of the monologues that way. The 
only time in the script that she would need to exert her status would be with the suitors.  
When we started rehearsals, I could tell that Maddy felt prepared. She grappled 
with some of the relationships she had to the maids and other characters presented in 
the script. She took care to make each one specific, but got overwhelmed by the sheer 
number of actors she needed to figure out relationships with. I watched as collaboration 
solved the problems and was confident that as we worked through rehearsals more 
revelations would arise.  
During one of our chats, Maddie confided in me as to why she felt disconnected 
to Penelope in some ways. I brought up Penelope’s level of charm and likability with the 
audience was directly correlated to winning the argument that she was innocent. She 
had always been taught to defer to others and be silent in order for people to like her. 
Coming from a Vietnamese American background, this explained her difficulty with 
playing high status. I witnessed her beat herself up on stage if she did something wrong. 
Roadblocks were deeply ingrained and stemmed from herself. Still I fought to instill 
confidence in this young woman to attempt the opposite behavior taught in her 
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upbringing. They were deep values to be unlearned, but I am pleased with the progress 
we made.   
The largest growth I noticed came when we had an audience in the seats. Her 
performances came to life as she discovered a new person to speak to directly, playing 
off their reactions to what she was conveying. She brought some charm to the text while 
she interacted with individuals in the theater. I witnessed her level of comfort with the 
material rise, which changed the way she told the story.  
 
Telling Their Story 
Upon reading the script I knew I wanted to tell this story of complicated relationship 
struggles and privilege. My initial reaction was invigorating and supplied me with 
energy to push forward to read it again. In reading it the second time I knew it would be 
a story I needed to tell. I have been obsessed with the idea of privilege and knowing 
what to do with it. The truth was I knew I would never know what it would feel like to 
live a female existence. Was this my story to tell? What right did I have?  
 This question plagued me for months before adding it to my thesis list. I asked 
friends and consulted strangers on the idea of a cis gender male stepping in to tell the 
story of women’s struggle. One friend commented that I would be an ally to gender 
equality and by remaining humble through the process, that would be achieved. It 
helped me relax a little, but still keep my heart on illuminating the themes of power, 
privilege and sisterhood.  
I was elated I was to be in a process with “my girls.” It wasn’t that I don’t like 
working with male actors, but my comfort level with women is different. Growing up I 
didn’t have male friends. I was not like any of the boys I knew and remember being 
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called a girl because of my high-pitched voice. I was bullied and threatened by boys and 
eventually the epithet “girl” progressed into “faggot.” I even gained a cruel (but clever!) 
name playing off my last name of Wagoner: “Timmy Fag-oner.” Girls were more 
accepting of my affinity for Barbie dolls, The Babysitters Club and knitting. They were 
less likely to judge me, and soon became my best friends and confidantes.  
Our first rehearsal and table read felt like the first weaving scene. I felt like 
Penelope welcoming ones who had an experience unlike mine. Being a man, I 
mentioned, I understood a miniscule level of unwanted attention and fear from men. I 
related how I was treated growing up, relating to them my own emotional story in order 
to build a safe infrastructure for sharing.  I was overjoyed to learn from the cast and 
crew, guiding them and discovering ways to make them comfortable enough to play with 
challenging material. I assured them that I would do everything in my power to create a 
safe space. I made sure to ask questions and listen well. The last thing I wanted was for 
them to feel stifled or silenced more than they had been already in their daily lives.  
The cast nominated Clare Kessi, the actor playing Helen, as their cast deputy. 
Prior to this, I cast her knowing her as a good leader and asking her to be a voice for 
actors. Her leadership was mostly by example and encouragement to younger, less 
experienced actors. She led physical and vocal warmups and I deferred to her multiple 
times to rehearse with the maids as I worked with Maddie. Her knowledge of my style of 
directing and note giving aided the actors who had never worked with me.   
 Rules of the room were generated and made clear. I made it concrete to them that 
their safety to play was of highest importance. If anyone felt nervous or unsafe with 
material, we were exploring they were given carte blanche to exit the room without 
judgment. We all agreed that it was a good option, and I would have another go check to 
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see if she was okay. This enhanced a sense of camaraderie and sisterhood of support in 
the cast.   
 As we progressed, I recognized that there needed to be even clearer rules for the 
rehearsal room. I heard of one director’s approach of collectively deciding and writing 
the rules on a board or poster in the space. This way it would always be visible to the 
actors as a reminder of how safe spaces ran. In retrospect, this would have saved some 
of the chatter and rehearsing while tired that occurred from time to time. By the time I 
realized the option, we were already in full swing and I was concerned that labeling any 
behavior might feel like a threat to actors.  
 It was as these first meetings that I opened the floor for the actors to share how 
they have experienced prejudice or abuse by men. One actor shared about a discussion 
she had had in a sociology class that week. The professor had asked the men what they 
had been taught about going out to bars or clubs. The men seemed confused and asked 
what the professor had meant by that. When the same question was posed to the women 
in the room, every hand went up and offered warnings and advice they had received. 
Bits of knowledge like “stay together,” “carry mace” and “know your exits” were 
suggested. The actor noted the difference between what young men and women are 
taught from a young age. This disparity was remarkable to me, but made sense in light 
of the patriarchal culture we live in.  
We worked through the script slowly, continuing to ask questions of motivation 
and objective. The work was slower than I expected but exposed questions that I hadn't 
thought of. Actors brought in inspiration pieces that informed their character choices. 
The actor playing Helen of Troy brought in a poem by Margaret Atwood called “Helen of 
Troy Does Countertop Dancing.” I asked her to read it out loud so the rest of the team 
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could hear and connect Atwood’s point of view to the current script. We were inspired 
and I asked them to bring in music if they found any that worked for the show or their 
character.  
We hit some tough questions during tablework. The maids were self-aware that 
they were telling their story, but did Penelope hear them? Would there be enough proof 
in the text for them to speak to her? Atwood confirmed that they don’t have mouths and 
only hear each other squeaking. We concluded that the audience would suspend their 
disbelief because we are all cognizant that it is a play in a theater.  
Another question centered around the roles of the maids. Each had a name 
(Kerthia, Melantho, etc.) and played that maid in Hades and in the retelling. When they 
assume the other characters--donning a king’s robe, for instance--how aware were they 
of that choice? We decided together that the maids were reenacting this story over and 
over for new audiences constantly. They would each choose specific reasons why their 
maid needed to play the role. One actor decided that she was the life of the party and all 
the other maids looked up to her on earth. When she died, she chose to play the role of 
Helen of Troy because it fit her well and she had always dreamed of being Helen’s best 
friend. Because of her low status, though, she could have never attained that. Another 
actor crafted a story of why she was playing Telemachus every time. Her maid, Phasiana, 
grew up in the palace with Telemachus as her best friend. When they were too old to 
play together, they were separated, and she learned to be a maid. She didn’t understand 
the class distinction until this moment, and she became angry and hurt by his refusals to 
acknowledge her and ultimately allowed her to hang. These back stories helped shape 
their characters as they added to their stories moving forward.  
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Music 
Once our composer had given us the sheet music and rehearsal recordings for the play, 
we dove in immediately after table work to give more time to memorize the words and 
music. Since I don’t play the piano well, I planned on asking for help from one of the 
members of the cast with a music major. I asked Shea, a music major and cast member, 
to plunk out the notes on the sheet music. From there we would start with the easiest, 
attempting to learn all but one in a rehearsal.  
 The first music rehearsal went as I expected, with some hiccups and varying 
degrees of comfort with singing. The weaving songs were first because they were 
acapella and didn't need any accompaniment. The actors grappled with each movement 
as Thomas had written them each slightly different, but close to the same notes. I 
assured them that it was purposeful in the story telling and would just need to be 
worked on outside of rehearsal. They asked to record themselves singing it to alleviate 
the stress of remembering the song from the sheet music.  
 We took a short break and one of the actors jumped on the piano to play around. 
She had been silent throughout rehearsal and I made sure to give her space since she 
was a freshman and new to the university living. When she began playing, she played as 
a trained pianist. I requested that she plunk out our notes for us when we needed, and 
her entire attitude shifted. She was brighter and more willing to share. She had found 
her place and value among the group.   
One of the pieces, “The Wily Sea Captain,” proved to be too difficult to follow with 
syncopated rhythms and unclear notes. Instead of spending more time on “Wily,” we 
spent time hammering down the easier ones. I picked up my guitar to play and sing the 
song that I composed, “If I Was a Princess.” I invited the actors to move around the 
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room as they learned the rhythm and words. The nature of the song is uplifting and fun 
with a swing beat, and we immediately found the tone in our bodies. I joined them 
moving around the room interacting and we interacted with each other. It was a return 
to fun and lighthearted play that we discovered through learning that song.  
Choosing the solos for that song was a challenge. I hadn’t premeditated who 
would be assigned the three, so we did a small audition. I told them that it wasn’t high 
stakes and that they would all get a chance to sing in the show at some point. They each 
tried the solo lines. My choice was difficult because we needed proficiency in acting the 
words and singing the song. I went through the options that evening after rehearsal and 
chose the maids based on those criteria. 
 
Ensemble Work 
One major goal I had in directing The Penelopiad was to build an ensemble. The 
building block of creativity and willingness to explore is kindness and openness. It is my 
belief that if a person feels stifled, they won’t feel the freedom to try and discover new 
ideas. Children play without fear of being wrong and that is what I planned on allowing 
the actors to do in the first phases of rehearsal.  
The maids have no other choice but to unite to exact any change. It was my 
priority to make the actors feel listened to and valued. I expressed my reasons for 
directing this play with the casting choices. I relayed that I have felt small bits of what it 
feels like on the fringes, being rejected by men and male-dominated activities. I shared 
how I was raised with strong and caring women and found a comfort zone with them. It 
was my joy and desire to return to this zone to ally myself with their stories and support 
their growth as young women in a world led by a misogynist administration.  
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Listening was a huge part of support. When someone had questions, I made sure 
they didn't feel silenced or shut down. There were times that I had to build boundaries 
while navigating these questions. One actor asked questions not pertaining to the script 
or material being discussed, and others brought their concerns to me afterwards. They 
felt it was derailing conversation and shutting everyone else out. I saw the alienation 
happening with the other women and knew it would hurt the ensemble if it continued. 
The behavior seemed to stem from insecurity and wanting to belong, so she 
overcompensated with comments that sounded educated or smart. Finally, I invited the 
actor to speak to me at breaks or after rehearsal if they had burning observations.   
We used an exercise of soft focus and moving together. Mary Overlie, and 
eventually Anne Bogart and Tina Landau, developed the method and I borrowed from 
these techniques to create ensemble. It was important to me that they move together, 
breath together and speak together. It was electric to watch them gel from rehearsal to 
rehearsal, syncing their movements and listen better each time. With some mild 
coaching from the sidelines, they got to the point where they would be walking on the 
same foot and moving like an ameba. Creepy as an underworld being but effective as an 
audience member to watch. Finally, they were able to jump together at the same time. It 
was motivating to hear their responses after gelling with each other in that way. 
Another tactic I used to build ensemble was a game I call “In Front of Your Back.” 
In a circle, one person makes eye contact with their neighbor and tells them something 
positive and uplifting that they find to be true about them. Some folks call this an 
affirmation circle, but I place specific rules around it. The rules are meant to encourage, 
not knock down. Eye contact must be kept with giver and receiver and thank you must 
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be replied to the compliment. It can’t be gushy or long, just simple a positive perspective 
seen by one and received by another. If we can point out flaws or say mean things 
behind someone’s back, we can do the opposite to their face. I watched as it shifted the 
room and brought people into a safer space to create and try.  
At the top of rehearsal, we would warm up our bodies and voices. Clare led these 
most of the time and I joined in. After warming up body and voice we centered our 
breathing and pondered the day’s events. One by one we volunteered to leave a thought 
or occurrence from the day outside of the space. Then we would replace it with 
something we committed to bring into the rehearsal. This exercise allowed us to shift 
from the outside world into the world of the play.  
During the process our campus community experienced a missing person 
situation. The students were visibly stressed emotionally and sometimes physically, 
affected by the weight of the unknown. “What happened to him?” was on everyone’s 
mind. His body was eventually found and that day in rehearsal was one of the most 
challenging. We warmed up and there was an air of depression. We went around the 
circle and “Brought in” and “Left out” some stuff. Most of the actors were doing the best 
they could to leave out the sorrow and fear they felt as one so close to their age was 
discovered dead. I made sure to allow space for the grief and we took the time to air our 
emotional stress. 
 In order to move into rehearsal after that we added a warmup. We played a 
lighthearted game that Hannah Harrison volunteered to teach us called “Where’s My 
Chicken?” It was fun and uplifting, requiring teamwork and camaraderie to steal a 
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“chicken” (in this case a plastic bottle prop) from a “farmer.” The game allowed us all to 
work together to engage our bodies and minds to shake off the sorrow. It encouraged 
teamwork to build a strategy to “steal the chicken” and return back to home base 
undetected. 
I always left space to talk about the way the women experienced the male gaze 
from day to day. One day an actor came in and announced that she had been harassed at 
the opera over the weekend. She detailed that an older man followed her around before 
the curtain and sat next to her. At one point he touched her knee, making lewd 
suggestions and comments about her. She got up and left the building, shaken and 
angry, warning the house manager about the conduct of the man on her way out.  
One actor gave us insight into her relationship with her roommate, noting a 
communication breakdown. She felt silenced and disrespected by the roommate when 
she was locked out of her room. We listened and offered suggestions on how to remedy 
the communication. The freshman actor felt the support of her fellow castmates and 
grew comfortable knowing she had people who had her best interests in mind.  
Part of ensemble building included nominating a liaison and representative for 
issues that may arrive in the cast. The cast deputy, Clare, was to serve as a go-between 
and communicator if issues arose. We have a preexisting working relationship and 
friendship, so this was a natural choice. I had asked her after casting if she would act as 
a leader of the maids for the qualities that she exhibits. Clare’s leadership helped to 
unite the ensemble. The actors felt comfortable going to her and following her lead 
through warmups, especially throughout the show. I had given her the authority to lead 
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and let the cast know that. She also exemplified patience in the process when younger, 
less experienced actors had questions. She led by example backstage and helped in 
corralling, silencing and note taking. 
As we got closer to opening, I noticed the actors forgetting to look the audience in 
the eyes. Instead they would look above the audience as if talking to an imaginary 
crowd. So we played a game. I had all of the actors sit in the audience and Maddie stayed 
on stage. She would then give her monologues and look everyone in the eye. Her goal 
was to keep every audience member standing. As audience members, if they felt spoken 
to, they would stand. If they felt ignored by Maddie, they sat. With this exercise, she 
never stopped moving or engaging us with her storytelling. It was a successful lesson, 
but when reversed, the number of maids made it easier to maintain direct address.  
 
Movement 
Choreography was an area that I didn't feel secure in but was willing to undertake. I had 
never been trained in dance but had taken classes and understood translating feeling 
into motion. I navigated the spoken poems and pieces with movement rather than actual 
dance. This eased the pressure insinuated with the word “choreography.”  
Building stage pictures with bodies is one of my favorite parts of directing. I 
thought about each song or poem and what it was meant to evoke to the audience. I 
knew I wanted the “Sailing to Ithaca” song to be staged as a boat formed by the maids. I 
worked with the actors to create basic movements as the soloists belted out the verses. I 
was cautious not to make the movement too obvious, but rather play at the emotions of 
what was being sung. 
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 The first piece we worked on was “A Rope-Jumping Rhyme.” I had watched 
videos of Double Dutch and single street jump roping in preparation for the work. We 
had the jump ropes and began by practicing jumping rope. For some it was an easy 
exercise, but for four others, there were impediments. Two actors had physical issues 
that strained the movement and others had rhythmic problems. I staged the piece with 
what I had pre-blocked and identified the lack of synchronicity. I wanted the same slap 
of the plastic ropes hitting the ground in unison. We kept rehearsing and I encouraged 
the actors to practice jumping rope in their spare time.  
Since it was a rough blocked scene, we finished and moved on. Later in the 
rehearsal process I returned to fix the lack of unity. The maids were using a childhood 
game to juxtapose the dark text with the lightness of innocent jump roping. I decided to 
pair four of the actors who were struggling with rhythm and timing. I moved them down 
stage and asked if they knew any hand-slapping games that might fit. We found the right 
one that went with the rhythm of the singsong text and the solution was born. Using 
another childhood game, we unified the introduction of the maids.     
Staging the “Kiddie Lament” allowed us to explore the relationship of the maids 
to Penelope. The maids speak in direct response to Penelope’s declaration that she had a 
hard childhood. Prior to rehearsal I had parsed out which actor would speak each line 
correlating to the characters they played. I gave the actors playing the Naiad Mother and 
Icarius lines about mothers and fathers. I gave the actor playing Helen lines about being 
called “dirty girls.” Some lines were spoken solo and others were delivered together as 
an ensemble or pair. I hoped the end would swell by beginning with few voices and 
adding voices to each line. It worked and the climax rivaled Penelope’s point about 
having a tough upbringing. 
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I asked the maids to listen to what Penelope was saying and take it personally. 
Most of the actors translated this into anger. I believe that anger is a secondary emotion, 
a side effect of a deeper emotion. I asked them to dig deeper and find out why they 
would be so moved to speak. Each actor responded with such variety and it propelled 
their movement. I let them explore the space as they became predators chasing and 
blocking Penelope without touching her. When they finally let her escape, they 
comforted each other and turned their attention to the audience.  It was from this 
exercise that the blocking took shape organically.  
 For the “Birth of Telemachus,” we had a hard time finding our stride. I imagined 
places on the stage that would begin spread out but as the poem continued, the maids 
would hide Penelope in birthing position. The movement seemed stodgy and the fun 
was sucked out of the room. At break, a group of actors were watching a clip from a 
Saturday Night Live skit. The skit poked fun at high school drama and the intensity of 
the “students” in the production. We decided to play with the delivery of the first part of 
“Birth” à la the high school skit, over articulating and making grand gestures. When the 
maids introduced the actual birth, comparing his to theirs, the tone became more 
somber and accusatory. The actor playing Telemachus, Haley Hamilton, was pushed 
forward through the crowd as a “birth” and played the maid who delivered the baby boy.  
 “Sailing to Ithaca” was a rousing time of play and storytelling. The maids bustled 
around setting up the hampers, using physicality to transform into sailors. Then they 
formed the boat with Penelope and Odysseus on the top deck, looking for land. The 
distance between the maids and Penelope showed the status difference. Each of the 
maids rowed the “boat” and sang along to the rousing song. I asked for volunteers to 
offer ideas of movement that were not literal. I came up with most of them, but 
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adjustments were made to make the rowing feel more movement based than dance. 
When the song ended, the command was given to dock and the maids continued as 
sailors to change the scenery.  
 The final number in Act One, “The Wily Sea Captain,” was another opportunity 
for the maids to remind Penelope of the rumors of her distant husband. I came into 
rehearsal with a rough plan of how the scene would move. Odysseus would act out with 
motions what the singers were telling while Penelope watched the show from her high 
balcony. The taunting song was staged around a large moving hotel laundry hamper that 
stopped in various points on stage to sing a verse. Emmy Christopherson, the actor 
playing Odysseus, shared with me that they were nervous to stand on a moving hamper. 
I watched as the actors jumped in to stabilize the hamper while they performed each 
vignette.  
 The weaving songs were the most exhilarating to block and watch take shape. Our 
Technical Director, Eric, hung rehearsal ropes from the I-beams. I planned to have 12 
warp ropes at first, but upon further inspection I chose to use ten. Other actors were 
needed in the weaving scenes and it made sense to make the number of maids working 
smaller. They each grabbed a rope and crossed between each other. Penelope would 
then walk with the weft rope through the triangle created by the separated ropes and 
they would cross again. Their crosses secured the weft rope between the warps. The 
problem was the weft fell between each pass. The end ropes were also being pulled in, 
reshaping the shroud. 
 In choreographing the weaving, I understand that I focused most of my attention 
on the end product. I cared about how the logistics of the finished shroud would look. 
Would they have enough woven to unweave it in the next scene? I completely ignored 
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the way the actors were moving through the space and how their movement told the 
story. I realized this fact too far into the process and I called in a favor with a professor 
and choreographer on sabbatical.   
 Professor Gregory Pulver agreed to fix the movement concept that I had 
implemented thus far. I sent him the music and defined each weaving song with an 
emotion. He came in with zeal and energy, taking the actors by storm. He enhanced the 
movement by giving them qualities to embrace while moving. The first weaving song felt 
regal as the maids were proud to be helping Queen Penelope. The second (the 
unweaving) felt like a clandestine party that no one should know about, exciting and 
more casual. The third was a dirge, as the maids live with the reality that their friend 
and mother figure betrayed them. Giving them these qualities and specific moves to 
match colored the pieces that brought new life.  
 After the designer run, I was dissatisfied with the reprise of “The Wily Sea 
Captain.” Professor Golla gave me a note to help the audience understand the difference 
between the first version and the second one. The reprise takes place in Penelope’s 
nightmare and the maids are torturing her as she sleeps with this song. In rehearsal, I 
asked the women to find objects on stage that make fun noise and to manipulate them. 
Each of the women picked up a stray bottle, broom or washboard that existed in the 
world. From there we crafted a scene that began with an orchestra of increasing 
cacophony, keeping Penelope from comfortable sleep. As Odysseus, Christopherson 
conducted the entire soundscape and cut it off when they were ready to sing. Then each 
actor sang one stanza of the song, either alone or with another. Finally, it reached a 
crescendo and they all sang the final chorus, dropping their “musical instruments,” 
waking Penelope up for the next scene.  
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 “Invoking the Furies” was another ensemble piece that I felt needed to be in 
unison. The maids make their last appeal to the Furies for vengeance and their unity is 
needed. The stronger the voices were, the more powerful the message would be to the 
audience. Since it was directly after the hanging scene where they were in a line, it made 
sense to keep them there. Upon a sound cue, they snapped their necks back up and 
delivered their plea to the audience. They spoke as one, begging us as audience members 
to correct the injustices done to women.  
 When Odysseus massacred the suitors, I knew it needed to be epic. I planned on 
having a slow-motion battle with loud driving music and red lights. When we blocked it, 
the challenge was to allow ample time for Odysseus and Telemachus to kill each suitor 
with swiftness. I divided the stage in two and assigned numbers of who would die first 
by Odysseus’ arrow. While he was shooting arrows, Telemachus would be running three 
suitors through with knives. We carefully marked out the back and forth, to allow the 
audience to see who was dying first and how. In the end, the timing worked, and the 
battle ended with bodies and bird feathers strewn across the stage.  
I put off staging “Dreamboats” for the longest time. I knew how it should feel but 
could not find movements or pictures that would drive home the emotional quality. 
Once again, I called in Professor Pulver and we met about the piece. We agreed that it 
should be more lyrical in nature. He showed me reference videos that I had seen while 
planning how to choreograph this piece. We were on the same page with everything and 
I trusted him to create the movement piece to match the lyrics and action. He delivered 
a stunning and moving product that I could not have done on my own.  
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Staging Intimacy 
Perhaps the most intimidating aspect of this play was the intimacy. There has been a 
tendency in the past in the entertainment industry to ignore people’s physical and 
emotional safety. As more stories come out from Hollywood actors admitting their 
discomfort with such processes, safety has become a higher priority. Considering the 
level of comfort and experience an actor has had in the past is important. Not everyone 
responds to touch the same way and people are triggered by different material. I knew 
the contact and content of the rape scene needed to be handled with care. I recognized 
the weight of telling the story and this scene was a high point in the action. I put most of 
my attention on this work and took steps to assure the actors felt safe enough to perform 
these relationships.  
 Initially I planned on having a trained professional come in to handle the 
choreography. As I read the script again, I imagined a world where I would stage all of 
the movement. I knew it would be possible to incorporate the style of movement I 
pictured.  I researched the Theatrical Intimacy Training website 
(www.theatricalintimacyed.com) and read articles from other suggested sites. The 
budget was tight, and money was already going to a guest scene designer and to a 
composer, so hiring someone was out of the question. Though I still wanted an outside 
eye to come in and assure the intimacy work was safe, I would need to trust my team to 
communicate well.  
 The balance between feeling emotional response and showing one is delicate. I 
wanted to make this clear as we moved forward with the scene and portraying a rape. I 
envisioned a slow-motion choreographed dance depicting forceful sexual violence, 
allowing the audience to fill in the rest with their imaginations. If they were going to do 
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this, there needed to be open conversations and communication between all involved. 
Managing this expectation for the actors felt like a success, empowering them to make 
brave and dynamic choices.  
 One actor asked if it would be possible to be notified when we were blocking the 
rape scene. She was a key character in the violence depiction, and it would be the first 
time she was facing her real-life assault directly. I gave fair warning to the actors when 
we would be staging the rape scene, so they weren’t taken off guard. I placed the scene 
numbers on the calendar and remembered to share with them that we would be 
blocking it after fall break. I did this to give them time away from the rehearsal room 
and hopefully they would be fresh and ready to attack a large scene.  
 During the break I did research on visuals for the scene. I found a treasure trove 
of artists who had 
painted violent scenes 
from the Renaissance. 
Nicolas Poussin’s 
painting “The Abduction 
of the Sabine Women” 
evoked the same emotion 
I wanted to portray in a 
still image (Fig. 2). 
Another, Daniele 
Ricciarelli’s “Massacre of the Innocents,” inspired shapes that were dynamic and would 
read as imposing. With these pieces in mind, I went into the first rehearsal after Fall 
Break.  
Fig. 2. Poussin, Nicolas. “The Abduction of the Sabine Women.” 1633-34. 
Metmuseum.org, New York City, 
https://www.metmuseum.org/en/art/collection/search/437329. 
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When we returned, I empowered the actors to speak up and eventually placed 
more of the work in their hands, adjusting as I needed. I grouped them according to 
their previous placement on stage and relationship to each other. I then asked them to 
create three body shapes in relationship to each other that read as violent and sexually 
dangerous. I made sure to check in with their progress and when they were finished, we 
all looked at the pictures made together. I adjusted accordingly based on levels, 
movement and dynamism. Then each movement together in slow motion from one 
picture to another at the same time. It looked blurry and chaotic but not in a controlled 
way. We tried giving focus to one group at a time, leaving the others frozen, to allow the 
audience to catch up with the action. It worked and we honed it as a fight call often after 
that.  
Satisfied with our progress, we moved on. It wasn’t until opening that I 
recognized that it looked like a murder scene. The suitors seemed to be killing these 
women instead of ravaging them for sex. It was too late, but as I watched I racked my 
brain for how I would have fixed it. The problems were that the pictures were too violent 
and resembled murder instead of rape. One respondent from The Kennedy Center 
American College Theater Festival (KCACTF) pointed this out, remarking that to women 
who have experienced trauma, there might not be a difference between the two.  
This experience afforded me the opportunity to dive into theater intimacy. I 
found myself shying away because humans live with various levels of trauma. My goal is 
to work with actors who feel safe to explore and make brave choices. My hunger to learn 
more about intimacy choreography is piqued and I am ready to receive more training 
and if that is not possible, make it a priority to ask for help.    
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Tech/Performance 
Paper tech and cue-to-cue went smoothly, facilitated by the hard work and knowledge of 
the designers and stage manager. Mikelle was thorough and organized, ready to call a 
detailed and elaborate show. Along with the ease of tech, there were valuable lessons I 
learned along the way.  
 Having my focus split in various directions, I learned a greater appreciation for 
Mikelle’s role as head of technical rehearsal. Since she was calling the cues, it made 
sense that my notes on acting and picturization would take backseat. Submitting to her 
leadership in the process gave me a greater freedom to watch and adjust technical 
aspects as needed. In past productions I didn't feel trusted to make bold decisions and 
had doubt sown into my mind about my abilities. With the absence of this, I felt a 
greater sense of freedom to make bold choices. With Mikelle at the helm, I felt confident 
to ask for adjustments to lights, sound levels and scenery.  
 Professor Willis’s presence and helpfulness brought ease to the room as well. If 
there was a minor adjustment in the scenery that needed tweaking, she would run onto 
stage and fix it. Her efforts to make stage pictures more precise gave me permission to 
ask for more, and not feel ashamed to speak up. Before this tech process I felt hesitant to 
speak and ignored the impulses for change, accepting them so as not to “rock the boat.” 
Her work ethic and can-do model continues to inspire me to make large decisions and 
reminds me to have fun.  
We found a blocking opportunity during cue-to-cue that utilized an area of 
scenery we had not capitalized on yet. When Penelope and Odysseus retire to their 
bedchamber, the rowdy wedding guests listen for the sounds of their consummation. 
Prof. Willis gave us screen doors that made sense for the transition to play with 
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shadows. The doors allowed us to see the actors in freeze-frame tableau as they waited 
for the screams of a first sexual experience. When they were satisfied, we saw them 
come alive, high five and cheer, retreating into the scenery (see Appendix I).  
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Post-production Response 
(
From opening night, the responses were positive. Audience members seemed to enjoy 
hearing a story they had never considered before seeing The Penelopiad. I am one who 
recognizes the fickleness of human opinion and takes positive and negative critique in 
stride. For this reason, I was eager to hear the responses from a few choice people.  
 My friend and former professor, Dr. Shawna Mefferd Kelty, flew in from my 
hometown to see the thesis production and offer her support. I hold her opinion in high 
regard as she was influential in my early directing efforts. The first evening she saw the 
production I was nervous but knew she would be kind in her responses. She said little 
but, as a good dramaturg does, asked helpful questions about my process and choices. I 
have come to realize that she doesn't find merit in excessive compliments, so I didn't 
expect those; her presence itself was a compliment. She pointed out a few of the chorus 
members who were attempting to stand out from the crowd in distracting ways, and 
suggested I give them a note.   
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 Our KCACTF respondents, Professors Emily Rollie and Alicia Bickley, shared 
their insights on the production with us. Both agreed that this was a tough script to 
produce with its many moving parts. They applauded the ensemble work, noting that no 
actors felt out of place and all lived in the same world. When asked by one of the actors, 
“Who won the court case?” they both responded that the maids had left Penelope to 
apologize for most of the show and won the argument.  
The two women were curious about the movement and anachronistic elements to 
the play. Various gestures reminded them that they were sitting in a theater in 2019, 
watching a mashup of ancient Greece and Hades, then and now. The red plastic cups 
and the red sneakers grounded them in the present while the script told of an ancient 
Greek race or feast. The storytelling elements in the idyll and poems were useful and 
reinforced the power in women’s unified voices.  
My collaborators were polled after the production and the information was 
useful. The positive feedback centered around my positive attitude, collaborative energy 
and ensemble building. Some noted that I created a safe space to play. When asked what 
I needed to work on or what was the most difficult part of working with me, the notes 
were based on my lack of confidence and changing of blocking. I recognize that lack of 
firm decisions and feel ready to take on what comes my way next.  
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Post-production Self-reflection 
(
It took time and patience to tell this massive story with 13 actors. But there is power in 
numbers, as I learned from my fellow collaborators and crafters. I knew with this project 
that I wanted to build an intentional community, much like crafting communities 
throughout history. My goal was to give voice to ones who haven’t been heard and allow 
a safe place to explore a story that showed that goal. I needed ingredients to build unity, 
lean on others, understand and discover what Margaret Atwood began as a novella and 
was now my thesis play. 
I began this journey not even sure if I had the right to tell this story because of my 
gender. But I soon recognized that it was the desire to ally myself and to protect others 
that drove my need to direct The Penelopiad. There is something of a mother-like 
instinct that I feel about ones I love. I have had the privilege of having a fantastic mother 
of my own. She cared for me and continually put aside her own needs for mine. 
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Penelope was also like a mother, caring for the maids like her own offspring. She let 
them down, though, asking them to do the unthinkable--keep the suitors busy. Did she 
not know that they might rape them out of anger for waiting for Penelope so long? Did 
she really think Odysseus would come back soon enough to save them? Does a mother 
put her children in harm’s way to save herself? A good one does not, and I propose 
Penelope is a product of her upbringing and detached mother. 
         Casting Penelope was challenging but a huge priority. I knew I could get a 
Penelope out of one actor specifically, but she showed up to auditions not very prepared. 
Maddie, on the other hand, came in partly memorized with all of her beats marked and 
shifts laid out. Her understanding of the character was deeper than the others. I was 
also nervous that others would not take the role seriously. I had never worked with 
Maddie and so my choice became clear to me: cast Maddie and work with her meek and 
deferring demeanor to the point when she could command the stage. Giving 
opportunities to be seen and heard is much of what the play is about, and casting 
Maddie gave her the safe space to try, fail, learn and grow.  
Before rehearsals, I wish I would have solidified the specific agreements of the 
rehearsal room in collaboration with the actors. I would have implemented “no acting 
tired” and “be up and ready for rehearsal” agreements. At times the actors needed to be 
reminded that we begin at a certain time and to come prepared and warmed up. Most of 
the actors were, but there were two who flouted these rules.  
One actor, Amanda, taught me another side of leadership. She also seemed to 
learn the most from this process. Having not been in a main stage show at University of 
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Portland previously, this was different for her. I watched as she pouted over a received 
note, perhaps embarrassed to be pointed out among her peers. That reception slowly got 
better as I answered her questions and called out some behavior. I explained that it was 
about making the show better and working together to make that happen. If we had the 
rules of rehearsals would it have stopped some of those behaviors beforehand? I think 
so. But I also believe that calling out disrespectful behavior in a rehearsal process is 
good to set boundaries and rules.  
I enjoyed working with the actors, though I didn’t realize the teaching I would 
have to do for new students. Some were tougher than others. For instance, being late 
from breaks and for rehearsals happened more than once with an actor called Katie. 
During one of the final dress rehearsals, another first-time university actor came out 
and sat on the stage as house was open. They were simply not aware of some of the 
preshow rules. Another time, Ivy was late for a show call time because she overslept. I 
don’t think it was malicious or ill intended, but the learning curve was there. I expected 
the scattered time calls and differing schedules to be harder than it was. Only 
occasionally did I have to send an actor (Nettie Cushman) to Mikelle to get their 
blocking because they asked me to rerun the whole scene we had just done. 
I am proud of shaping of the ensemble and getting them to work well together. I 
believe caring and kindness allows people to fail and make mistakes without throwing it 
back in their face. Sometimes I forget that I don’t have to do this alone and it is about 
hearing others’ ideas and allowing actors to try. I also think that is important to have a 
safe space, especially exploring this script and subject matter. Creating that space was 
important to me from the beginning. I let the actors know that I was glad to be working 
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with a group of young women because it was my social comfort zone. I let them know 
that I was not a risk and that I was a curious ally. I tried to go the extra mile in making 
them feel wanted, welcomed and listened to. As some of them slowly let me in, I 
recognized the massive creative voice that they had. They simply felt nervous to share 
because of the possibility of failure.  
I am most proud of Jordan’s growth. She was visibly anxious during the first 
rehearsals, but when she spoke up, she had wisdom and deep perspectives on the topics 
at hand. She was calculated with her timing and asked thoughtful questions. I watched 
the cogs in her brain moving and learned that she had a question before she asked it. 
She taught me that patience and kindness with new actors is key to mining their 
potential.  
I do wish I spent more time with Maddie in rehearsals. It took a little while to 
allow her to trust me and believe that I wanted her to be her best in this role. She came 
in mostly memorized in a certain way that I had to break down. It was tough in those 
beginning rehearsals to remove the ideas she had developed about Penelope. Yes, she is 
a queen, but telling the story from Hades allows her to relax and “spin her own thread.” 
As I invested time in our bond outside of rehearsal, I could see her explore more inside 
of the room. We talked over coffee and drinks about how she felt close to Penelope in 
some ways and distant in others. I listened much and tried not to fix her emotions. I 
attempted to figure out ways for her to show confidence on stage. She was taking an 
acting class then, Acting 3, and it helped to apply lessons learned into rehearsals. We 
spoke on status and discovered moments in the play where she gave status to and took 
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status from others. Overall, I can see her growth from beginning to end and am proud of 
her hard work and commitment to the production.  
I am disappointed looking back on the way the rape scene was handled. As 
previously mentioned, I was apprehensive about making it as safe as possible for the 
actors. In retrospect, I see that I was skittish about making the scene too garish. I 
thought that allowing the actors to create rape vignettes would alleviate the tension of 
the work.  By tweaking them in rehearsals, it gave the actors agency over their comfort 
level. I can see now that using more movement for the scene and elongating the action 
would have helped. I also think having some standing up--pinned against the steel 
support of the balcony, say--would have been better and read more like an assault.  
         My style of blocking and directing worked well. “Rough sketch” of the blocking 
allowed the actors to expect that blocking might shift and get “shaded in” with more 
specificity as time went on. Without scenery present it was tough, but using that 
language put some of the actors at ease. The musical numbers were segmented, and I 
allowed myself to consider questions I had from actors. I came home every night with 
another load of questions and thoughts. Even though the blocking was difficult at times, 
I was confident that it would all come together with a cohesive style and story. 
 During this process I was taking a course design class. The class caused me to 
reflect on my own way of learning and directing. For instance, I realized that I work 
better in the morning. Blocking work seemed easier as my mind was fresh. My thoughts 
weren’t clouded. This was a direct contrast to my reflection work, which worked better 
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in the evening as my mind was winding down for bed. The events of the day were able to 
settle after rehearsal, allowing me to journal.  
I also recognized inspiration when reading other works by Margaret Atwood. Her 
language propelled my brain into endless possibilities of how The Penelopiad could be 
told. I was reading The Penelopiad novella, The Handmaid’s Tale and The Testaments 
throughout the process. I also kept her poetry and other novels nearby. Her sense of 
world building and imagery aided my understanding of where the characters in the play 
existed. The cheeky dialogue and details of her stories led me to search for ways to 
highlight the lightheartedness of the story wherever it appeared. 
         Mining some of the comedy of the script was challenging. I completely missed 
some of the jokes, like Odysseus’ dick joke on the night of their consummation. There 
were others that I wanted to exploit but which didn’t end up landing the way I would 
have liked them to. If given another opportunity, I would spend more time on why these 
moments are funny and how to get them across. Inserting the lighthearted moments is 
important and I see we needed more of them in order to deal with the weighty material 
and relevant truths in the story. In the future I will spend more time finding moments of 
comedy as a counterweight to the heaviness.  
 One notable mistake I made was allowing people into the rehearsal space to 
watch without ample notice. I had asked a trusted dramaturg/actor friend of mine to 
watch a rehearsal. The night before, I asked her to come to a “stumble through” of the 
entire show. The evening of the rehearsal she asked if another friend (also an actor) 
could watch with her. I agreed, thinking that it would be acceptable because they both 
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knew a number of the actors in the play. I told the actors at the top of rehearsal and I 
noticed some shifts in mood but didn’t ask about it. After the rehearsal, Clare contacted 
me to mention that some of the actors were thrown off guard by the visitors. They felt 
disrespected and insecure about the work they were doing in front of their peers. It was 
an “aha” moment that I noticed and should have addressed immediately but didn’t. I 
apologized to the cast the next day and also shared that we would be having more guests 
soon with a designer run. I think the hiccup offered another opportunity to submit to all 
forms of communication. It taught me to follow my instincts, no matter how small.  
 If given another week of rehearsal, I would have worked more on transitions. By 
the time all of the costume and scene changes were set into place, it was too late to focus 
my full attention on specificity of transitions. When actors switched roles on stage and 
stepped out of them, they seemed rushed. I would have worked on the exact shift 
between being a maid and showing their point of view about who they were playing. 
Instead I witnessed the fear of missing a scene change take them out of the world of the 
play. The play wasn’t devoid of smooth transitions, but I would have liked cleaner 
moments between scenes.  
 During this rehearsal process, I witnessed young women become comfortable 
with boldly sharing their testimonies. I watched as new college students found 
sisterhood and support. I experienced the power of creating a safe environment without 
fear of judgment, shaming or verbal abuse. I believe that being a part of a show that 
encourages women to share openly empowers them in rehearsal and life. Ones that had 
once been taught to be silent and not ruffle feathers were now expressing their desire for 
justice. I believe this material, along with our rehearsal process, dethroned leaders who 
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lorded over students with fear and manipulation. The play catalyzed the change that I 
set out to attain. 
         I would direct The Penelopiad again. Knowing what I know now, I would still 
choose this script because of its content. Margaret Atwood is not primarily a playwright, 
but I overlook the dramaturgical bumps for the bigger story that I must tell. The themes 
of power and taking advantage of people is still relevant in a big way. It reminds us to 
check in with our own privilege and recognize where we are falling short in protecting 
others and listening well. If I carry anything with me away from this, it is that 
empathetic communication and kindness is needed to form a community and create a 
storytelling experience that will resonate with audience and collaborators alike. 
!  
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Appendix A: Research Trips 
 
Ruthie’s Weaving Studio 
 
Open Knit Night with the cast, Starlight Knitting Society 
(
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Appendix B: Dramaturgy Survey by Madelyn Southard 
The Questions:  
1. What are some spaces you’ve felt safe in? Unsafe in?  
2. Please describe an instance, if any, when you have felt dismissed or disbelieved, 
particularly by men.  
3. How would you define sisterhood or “women supporting women”?  
4. Has the #MeToo movement shaped your perception of people, specifically men, in 
power? If so, please give an example. If not, please explain. 
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Appendix C: Costume Rendering and Photos 
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End of “Jumping Rope Rhyme” 
  
“The Wily Sea Captain” 
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Appendix D: Scenic Rendering, Ground Plan and Design
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Appendix E: Weaving 
 
Weft created by crocheting various yarns together 
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Building the loom and weaving the shroud 
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Initial weaving rehearsal 
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Weaving the shroud 
 
Suitors catch on to the plan  
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Appendix F: The Penelopiad Poster and Program Cover 
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Appendix G: Audition Notice 
The Penelopiad by Margaret Atwood 
 
The Penelopiad fills in the gaps to Homer’s Odyssey by offering a female perspective of what was going on 
while Odysseus was away. Penelope and the maids tell their side of the story from Hades. The women 
reenact the story from her birth to her marriage and her secret plan.  She launches a clever ruse to keep 
power hungry and sex crazed suitors from forcing her hand in marriage. Penelope enlists twelve maids to 
help her weave a shroud by day and unweave it at night to keep the men at bay. When Odysseus returns, 
he slaughters the suitors and, upon request from his son and old governess, hangs the wrongly accused 
maids. Atwood’s story uses song, dance, poetry and dialogue to explore what we do with our positions of 
power and privilege.  
 
 
Penelope: (substantial role) curious, clever, wise and crafty, she is a matched wit for Odysseus, loyally 
waits for her husband while keeping the kingdom running well, tender, kind, good at keeping the peace.  
Maids: A chorus performing songs and movement throughout the story. Jump roping is required.  
Odysseus:(substantial role) Penelope’s husband, clever, witty, charming, “everyone likes him” sort of guy 
Telemachus:(substantial role) son of Penelope and Odysseus, strong willed but tender, a loyal warrior  
Icarius: king of Sparta, Penelope’s father, willing to obey and follow gods and goddesses 
Penelope’s Naiad Mother: watery, smooth and fluid, aloof mother, easily distracted 
Laertes: Odysseus’ father, king of Ithaca, disapproving of his son’s tactics 
Anticleia: Odysseus’ strong-willed mother, queen of Ithaca, quietly powerful 
Eurycleia: Head maid, has been Odysseus’ maid since birth, in control, loves gossip 
Helen: Penelope’s cousin, confident, all the men adore her, women are jealous of her 
Melantho: maid seduced and raped by Antinous and suitors 
Antinous: aggressive suitor who harasses, assaults and rapes Melantho 
Oracle: befuddled and questionable source, non-reliable, appears in the beginning 
Menelaus: Helen’s husband at a wedding 
 
NOTE- 14 women will be cast.  All roles will be doubled as maids and suitors except Penelope. 
*Rehearsals will be Sundays- Thursdays (7-10 pm) 
 
Warning: There is minimal kissing, adult language and intimate contact. The play deals with a stylized 
rape and murder scene. 
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Appendix H: Shadow Play 
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Appendix I: Production Photography 
 
Post-Wedding Photo 
 
“Daddy Went to Troy” 
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The suitors eat “meat” 
 
“The Wily Sea Captain” reprise 
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The maids hang 
 
Final Scene 
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